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CONVENTIONAL CYTOLOGICAL SMEAR VERSUS LIQUID BASED     
    PREPARATION (E-PREP) IN NON GYNAECOLOGICAL SAMPLES 
 
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE 
 Fine needle cytology (FNC) has gained tremendous popularity in recent 
times among clinicians and pathologist. Liquid based cytology is a new 
technology for fine needle aspiration samples. It is used for mainly for cervical 
cancer screening, now also used  for  non gynaecolgical  samples.  E-PREP 
system is  a Liquid  based cytology  processor  with patent dual membrane 
filters.  In this method able to collect large  number of  cells  and  make a 
monolayer preparation of cells with good cytological  details .In LBP easier 
collection and transport of samples, standardized preparation, adequate 
cellularity, rapid fixation, even  and  monolayer  distribution of cells , good 
preservation  of  cell morphology  and  increase  clarity  of  nuclear feature,  
decreased obscuring background elements, decreased air drying 
artefacts.Disadvantages  Of  LBP are decreased and altered  background 
material like necrosis, blood and inflammation, decreased  and altered 
extracellular elements like  mucin, colloid and  stroma, disrupted  cellular 
architecture like  fragmentation  of  papillae, size of the cell smaller than 
conventional preparation. In this study   thyroid, breast and lymphnode  
lesions(each 30 cases)  are compared with both techniques  of FNAC and Liquid 
based preparation (E-PREP)  in non gynaecological samples. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 This study is a prospective study conducted at  Goschen Institute of 
Pathology, Madras Medical  College and  Rajiv Gandhi  Government General 
Hospital Chennai, during the year 2014 (February 2014 to July 2014). This 
study included samples obtained from   90 patients who attended for cytology  
department for FNAC of thyroid,  breast  and  lymphnode  lesions. Collection of 
clinical data of patients  attending the cytology  department  for FNAC for 
thyroid, breast  and  lymphnode lesions and preparing  CSs & LBP. 
 
RESULTS 
 Smears were prepared by both methods. On analysing   smears in thyroid 
lesion  adequate smears  more  in  CS method, superior quality smears more 
from  LBP method and equal number diagnostically unsuitable  smears from  
each methods of smear preparation, in breast lesions adequate smears more in 
LBP method, superior  quality smears more from CS method and  diagnostically 
unsuitable smears more from LBP method of smear preparation and in  
lymphnode   lesion  adequate smears more in LBP method, superior quality 
smears more from  CS method  and diagnostically unsuitable smears more from 
LBP method of smear preparation. On  analysing and  comparing  average  
score  obtained  by    both  methods (CS & LBP) in thyroid, breast and 
lymphnode lesions and  the  P value calculated  by  Pearson Chi-Square test,  
the difference  was found to  be  statistically  insignificant P> 0.05. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 The decision to  make,  use  either  Conventional method or  LBP  may be 
depends on  basis of nature of the lesion ( solid or cystic) and other ancillary  
tests  to perform in the sample &each  method has  its own advantages and  
disadvantages and both  methods  can be combined to obtain a superior quality 
smears and lower the failure rates. 
 
KEYWORDS: 
 FNAC (Fine needle aspiration cytology), CS (Conventional smear),LBP 
(Liquid based preparation), thyroid, breast, lymphnode. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 
 Fine needle cytology  (FNC)  has gained  tremendous  popularity  in  
recent times among clinicians and pathologists. FNC  technique  is  easy to 
perform , quick and has a high degree of specificity and sensitivity. Fine  
needle aspiration  cytology (FNAC)  and  Fine needle non aspiration cytology 
(FNNAC) are two  techniques of fine needle cytology.   
 
 The  basic  principle  underlying  the  fine  needle aspiration  cytology 
is the aspiration  of   cellular material from the target masses or lesions  often 
utilizing  fairly high suction pressure. The procedure requires a needle and a 
syringe advisedly  held in a  syringe  holder  enabling  single handed suction 
to  be  exercised. This  technique  depends on the suction  and  occasionally 
can cause hematoma as well as yield  hemorrhagic material.  
 
 In more recent times a modified technique called Fine needle non 
aspiration cytology (FNNAC)  pioneered in France came into vague in 1981. 
It eliminates active aspiration by syringe , replacing it by the principle of  
capillary suction of fluid or semifluid material into a thin channel (fine 
needle). It is less painful, less traumatic  and patient  friendly. 
 
 The FNAC  initially  used to confirm a clinically suspicious cases of 
malignancy  and local recurrence of carcinomas without further surgical 
intervention. Clinical use of  FNAC  not only for  neoplastic condition also 
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used for  non neoplastic  conditions  like inflammatory and degenerative 
lesions.(1). 
 
 Liquid based cytology is a new technology for fine needle aspiration 
samples. It is used for mainly for cervical cancer screening , now also used  
for  non gynecolgical  samples.  The basic principle of  LBC  is  to collect 
specimen  into the fixative  solution and  then make a monolayers of cells 
after staining . LBC   preserveation  of  cells are excellent and reduces the 
bloody background. (2) 
 
 E-PREP system is  a Liquid  based cytology  processor  with patent 
dual membrane filters.  In this method able to collect large  number of  cells  
and  make a monolayer preparation of cells with good cytological  details The 
quality of the smear  is excellent due to application of both filtration & 
precipitation methods. Hence the method gives more accurate. E-PREP  also  
facilitates preparation   of  more  number  of  slides  150 slides / hr.  (3) 
 
 In this prospective study,  90 cases were analysed, 30 cases each of   
thyroid,  breast  and  lymphnode  lesions  and   an attempt to made to compare 
both techniques FNAC and Liquid based preparation (E-PREP)  with 
references  to diagnostic adequacy  and  diagnostic  accuracy. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
 To  do both   Conventional  smears  (CS)   of  Fine needle aspiration  
and  Liquid based cytology  (LBC) techniques for thyroid, breast and  
lymphnode lesions. 
 
 To compare  the  efficacy  of  E-PREP for  non gynaecological  samples 
 
 To compare the advantages  and disadvantages of  E-PREP  for non 
gynaecological samples. 
 
 To compare  cytomorpholgical  details of  both methods. 
 
 To compare the  quantum  of   trauma  by each methods. 
 
 To compare  quantum of  yield  in  both  methods. 
                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Review of literature 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
 During Medievel times, the Arabian physician Abul Casim (1013-
1107AD )  described a thyroid needle puncture to diagnosis of goitre. 
 
 First needle aspiration biopsy introduced by Kun in 1847. Pravaz in 
1853 developed a  metallic  syringes  for  treatment  of  aneurysm, it also used 
for transthoracic needle aspiration for demonstration of organisms from 
pneumonia  patients by Leyden.  
 
 Kronig  was the first in 1884  to diagnose the lung cancer by  
introducing  canula  inserting through  transthoracically  and  aspirating the 
tissues.  Isolate the causative organisms of  trypanosomiasis  by aspiration of  
lymphnode  by  Greig and gray in 1904. He  noticed that cells from nodal 
aspiration helpful for diagnosis. After that the development of  FNAC remain 
dormant. 
 
 In the late 1920  and 1930s, cytologic scrap preparation of excised 
tissue  used by  Dudgon and  Patrick from England.  They also  proposed  that  
rapid diagnosis by needling of  tumuors. In 1921, Guthrie  by using needle 
aspiration technique successfully  diagnosis the syphilis, lymphomas, 
tuberculosis  and metastatic carcinomas. 
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 During 1920s field of exfoliative  cytopathology by Papanicalou, 
presented paper of “New  cancer diagnosis”,  later  it was known  as pap 
smear.  Pap smear used  for  both diagnostic purpose and screening for 
cervical  cancers. 
 
 In 1930, diagnosis of thyroid nodule by needle biopsy by Martin, 
Stewart and Ellis from united states. They used a 18 gauge needle (thicker 
needle) for aspiraion  technique. Because of needle tract malignant implant 
and other complications, this technique  was  not acceptance widely.(4) 
 
 After World war II,  reintroduced the special aspiration technique by 
Europeans particularly  Scandinvanians for  diagnose the lesions of  thyroid. 
But they used a finer needle 22-25 gauge for performing aspiration. The 
FNAC technique  described by  Lowhagen et al from Institute of  Karolinska 
is generally used now.(5) 
 
 Franzen et al (6), in 1955, introduced the  special aspiration syringe 
holder described in detail in 1960-1967. In north America and India FNAC 
came into wide acceptance in 1980s. Since 1981,  FNNAC  a new modified 
technique of FNA pioneered in  France by Zajdela et al (7). The same 
technique was called by Brifford et al(8) as “cyto puncture” in 1982. 
 
 The  FNAC  technique is  applicable to easily  palpable  superficial 
lesions like skin,  subcutis,  thyroid,  superficial lymphnode,  breast , salivary 
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gland . It is less demanding  technique  than  biopsy and  risk of complications  
are very low. FNAC  procedure done in outpatient department,  in radiology 
theatres and it is an office procedure. It is also  suitable  in  debilitated  
patients and is readily repeatable. Modern  imaging  modalities  like  
ultrasonography, computed tomography  used for FNAC of deep structures  
by transthoracic and transperitoneal  approach and safe.(9)   
 
 A  preliminary  tissue  diagnosis  or differential diagnosis  provided 
within  minutes and  used for further  investigation and management (10).  The 
complications reported in relation to different sites like hemorrhage, 
septicaemia, pneumothorax, acute pancreatitis and bile peritonitis (11).          
The preoperative FNAC  may cause tissue changes locally, like         
hematoma, infarction, pseudomalignant reparative reaction and capsular 
pseudoinvasion(12).  
 
The success of FNA depends on following  four  fundamental   
requirements:                                                            
 Specimens must be  representative of  site  of lesion 
 Cells and  other tissue  components of the  sample must be adequate 
 Correctly smearing and processing of the sample must be done 
 Biopsy also accompanied by adequate, correct clinical  and  
radiological   information. 
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 Standard  disposable  30-50mm  long, 27-22gauge  (0.4-0.7mm)  
needles are used  for palpable,  superficial lesions.  25 gauge needle used in 
many lesions but  27-gauge needles  used for cell-rich and vascular tissues 
like  lymphnode, thyroid, in sensitive sites like orbit, intra cutaneous lesions, 
eyelids and genitals. Although the yield  is  low,  adequate samples and 
quality of smear due to less admixture of blood. The fibrotic lesions in breast 
and  soft tissues  yield is less predictable.  23-22 gauge  needle often  used. 
For sufficient  material for ancillary tests  larger-bore needles are used. 
Smears wet-fixed or air-dried,  commonly wet fixation in 70-90% ethanol or 
spray fixative used. ( 5) 
        According   to  Thomson et al, use of negative pressure in FNAC the 
cells are not tear and hold the tissue against  the sharp cutting  needle edges. 
The needle advances into tissue which scrapes or cuts the tissue (13). The  
needle  moved  back  and  forth within the lesion and negative pressure  is 
maintained. Several passes needed for sufficient cell yields.  Few rapid passes 
sufficient for highly cellular and vascular tissues  like spleen ,thyroid, 
lymphnodes  and  liver.  
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FIGURE-1  FNA WITH ASPIRATION 
 
 
 
 In many centres  FNAC performed  by  conventional smears  with help 
of alcohol fixation and air-drying . Liquid based cytology is an alternative 
technique  in which sample preserved in  methanol based fixative and make 
smears on LBC slides. It is mostly used in gynaecological samples and non-
gynaecological  smears with diagnostic accuracy and sensitivity as superior as 
that of CS. The major usefulness of LBC is to perform immunohistochemical 
studies  which  needed  for  definitive diagnosis of some cases(14-17). 
  
 Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) represents an invaluable 
diagnostic method for characterizing  thyroid  swelling  with a worldwide 
consensus for  its simplicity, safety,  and  considered  as  the most accurate 
and  cost effective tool for the selection of surgical patients(18).  
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 Santos and Leiman et al (19),  in 1988  to compare the FNNAC and 
FNAC smear in thyroid nodules. They found that unsuitable samples in  both 
techniques  were not much different. They were  graded  the smears on the 
basis of certain criteria and compared the two techniques i.e.,  
 
 Unsuitable smears -If the smears contained mostly blood or  absence  
of cellular material. 
 
 Diagnostically adequate - If  smears are   adequate  to make diagnosis  
but  suboptimal  cellularity and degenerative changes or entrapment of 
samples in clots. 
 
 Diagnostically superior -If smears  contained concentrated groups of 
cells or cells  and well preserved cells , background  unobscured  by  blood  
and retention  of  architectural  structures.  
 
 According to Sharon Mair and Dunbar et al (20) in1989, compared 
FNAC and FNNAC , in their study  the smears were compared with five 
objective parameters which are diagnostic adequacy, degree of trauma,  
retention of appropriate architecture, obscuring background material like 
blood or clot  and  degree of cellular degeneration.  
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The smears are classified as, 
1. Diagnostically Unsuitable  - with score  of   0-2 
2. Diagnostically Adequate   - with score  of   3-6 
3. Diagnostically Superior   - with score  of   7-10 
 
 This  study   found that  FNAC  and  FNNAC  no statistical difference  
between two methods, but  they  found  that  FNNAC  smears were 
diagnostically  superior and smears were text book quality and  it allows ease 
of sampling . FNAC   smears were  diagnostic for fibrous  and cystic lesions  
and suggested that the method of sampling by fine needle employed for  
cytodiagnosis  and  to be left to the preference of the operator.    
 
 The Conventional smears are prepared by spreading the aspirating 
material on th glass slide and then smears are stained.  But  this technique 
needs  a certain level of smear skill  and  also it   carries  risks with  regarding 
to handling of the sample  and needle. (21)  Now a days, LBC  is most 
commonly used method , mainly in the field of gynaecological specimen 
especially  cervical cytological smears, and  many reports in the literatures   
are pertaining to non-gynaecological  LBC materials. (22-24)  From the 
clinician’s  point of view , the LBC method is far easier, faster, and safer and 
also needs  less skill to making smears  and  pathologist’s point of view  the 
advantages associated with cytologic  diagnosis  by applying the LBP. In LBP 
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fixation artefacts lesser than that of conventional smears like air drying 
artefacts, also number of slides  needed for examination are less in number. 
 
 The Liquid based cytology (LBC) method, initially developed             
for gynaecological smear preparation like cervical cytology, then has 
progressively gained consensus for both  non gynaecological and fine-needle 
aspiration cytological specimens (25-27). 
 
 Liquid-based cytology(LBC) developed on 1970s,  automate the 
process of cervical  cytology.  LBC  produce a sample which is fully  
representatives of  material  removed  and  easier  to  screen  the slides. Two 
systems  for  LBC evaluated  in  English,  Scottish  and  welsh pilots- 
SurePath  and  ThinPrep, these systems have different  theory but produce 
same results(28&29). 
 
 Liquid based cytology  now  a popular for evaluating the non-
gynaecological samples including FNA samples. LBC cellular contents  
confined to 20mm diameter circle, time needed for  screen the slides  may be 
reduced. LBC containing adequate diagnostic cells and superior to 
conventional smears(CS) due to presence of monolayers, absence of debris 
and blood in background and nuclear and cytoplasmic details . Preserved cell 
architecture , informative background cells as good as CSs and no statistically  
significant difference between  LBC and CSs(30). 
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 Liquid based cytology  used mainly for cervical smears nowadays, 
surepath and thinprep methods very popular. Recently E-PREP system has 
been developed in Korea.(3) 
 The  mechanism  of  Surepath  is   precipitation, ethanol  based  fixative 
used, and  diameter  of specimen  is  11mm  and time for preparation of 
slides12 cases/40min.  Membrane filter is used in E-PREP, fixative is ethanol 
based and diameter of specimen  20mm  and 15mm   time for preparation of 
slides 4cases/min.(3) 
 
  
E-PREP  20mm E-PREP 15mm 
 
Morphological changes in LBC : (30) 
 background material is lost, reduced or altered 
 cell clusters are more fragmented and small 
 size of the cells are smaller 
 well preserved nuclear details, prominent nucleoli 
 well defined cytoplasm 
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In LBP smears are fixed rapidly, even  distribution of cells  over 
smaller area and obscuring background  elements are decreased like 
blood, mucus and inflammation. Standardized LBP fixation used  in  
centralized  laboratories, when FNAC techniques are  carried out 
without rapid assessment. CS artefacts hinder the diagnostic 
interpretation, but LBP lacks these artefacts.(30) 
 
 In LBPs  automated slide preparation which eliminates  artefacts due to 
mechanical spreading of material produces a monolayer preparation  and  
evenly distribution of cells .  Well  preservation cell in fixative solution     and  
also  needs a smaller area to screen and decrease in unsatisfactory results(31). 
LBC technique not only applied to gynaecological samples also to non-
gynaecological samples.  
 
 LBC also to  preserve   specimens for   sometimes  and  used  for 
further investigation  like  immunocytochemistry  or molecular studies.These  
advantages of LBC result in more objective diagnosis and also result in 
greater diagnostic accuracy. The application of  LBC  to aspirated samples 
make easy preparation of several slides for  ancillary technique  such as 
immunohistochemistry by  using several antibodies. 
 
 The residual material in fixatives also used for ancillary studies ,like 
immunocytochemistry and  higher cell dyshesion  with high number of  singly 
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dispersed cells and  fragmentation  of cells  in LBC make a diagnosis 
difficult.(31) 
 
FNAC- THYROID  LESION 
 Fine needle cytology  is  used in  diagnostic   evaluation   of  goitre   
and  single most effective technique  for the preoperative assessment and  
diagnosis of  solitary swellings of thyroid lesions. The  main   indications for  
FNAC of  thyroid  lesions are  non toxic  goitre, solitary  or  dominantly  
thyroid  nodule  and  malignancies. FNAC  can  confirm  benignity  in 60%  
cases   of thyroid lesion. FNAC provides  distinction  between  colloid goitre 
and autoimmune thyroiditis because both conditions   are  diffuse  non toxic 
goitre  and the treatment is different for both conditions. TSH  levels  and  
antibodies levels   are helpful to diagnosis.(32)      
 
 Thyroid  swellings are common finding, even neoplastic conditions 
follow a favourable course (33). Many thyroid lesions removed by surgically 
are histologically demonstrated by benign nature. To reduce  the unnecessary 
surgery, an accurate preoperative evaluation  must be done(34-38). FNAC is the 
diagnostic tool with sensitivity and accuracy  more than 95% in many 
series(39-42).   
 
 The main  limitation  of  FNAC of thyroid is inability to differentiate 
between follicular adenoma  and  follicular carcinoma. This distinction 
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depends  on  tissue  section  by demonstrating  capsular or  vascular  invasion.  
In papillary carcinoma of thyroid characteristic  features  of  nuclear  
morphology    is easily recognized in cytology smears.  
 
 The complications  in FNAC of  thyroid  are    hematoma,  puncture of  
trachea  causing  coughing spasms, organisation of hematoma  and  necrosis 
which mimics the  angiomatous tumour  or  a sarcoma  and  transient 
laryngeal nerve palsy. Damage to the capsule by needling may simulate 
invasion of capsule.(43) 
 
Cytological features of  normal  thyroid gland: 
 Thyroid follicular epithelial cells  have fragile cytoplasm, which are 
grey blue or pale blue cytoplasm and cell border is not distinct. Cytoplasmic 
granules appears as  coarse blue like material. Bare nuclei are  commonly seen 
which are size of the small lymphocytes.  In  non  hemorrhagic aspirates  thin 
colloid appear as blue, pink or violet in colour and thick colloid appears as 
dense round clumps of deep blue, magenta coloured  acellular material. 
 
 According  to  Hamburger et al(44) suggests that in assessment of  
dominant nodule contain 6 clusters of benign follicular cells in at least  2 
slides  which  are  prepared  from  separate aspirates  is reasonable minimum 
specimen for diagnosing of benign lesions. 
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  Due to  large proportion of  inadequate smears  (mechanical or air-
drying artefacts or fibrin clots)  which decrease the efficacy  of FNA 
diagnosis.  To minimize  the  inadequacy of smears to submit the all aspirated 
samples into liquid fixative. FNA diagnosis is generally accurate in thyroid 
lesions like thyroiditis, usual type of papillary carcinoma, anaplastic 
carcinoma,  medullary carcinoma  and  high grade lymphoma.  False negative  
result in cystic lesion harbouring malignancy,  low grade  or  intermediate 
lymphomas in background showing  Hashimoto’s thyroiditis  and  in  
anaplastic carcinoma  with  necrosis  and in focal involvement of thyroid 
gland by  thyroiditis,  in dual lesion  where  the  non neoplastic  lesion is 
dominant or obscures  small carcinoma(45,47). 
 
 In difficult cases, use of CS then use of  LBC  and application of  
immunocytochemistry  with use of these  it modifies management of thyroid 
nodules by reducing  number of  surgery rate ranging from 23-50% in 
different series(33,48). The incidence of thyroid carcinoma increased from 15%-
30% in patients  who had  preoperative cytological diagnosis which requiring 
surgical treatment.(49,50) 
 
 In LBPs amount of colloid was decreased and colloid was dense, in 
droplets or fragmented and epithelial cells are crowded, clustered and nuclear 
overlapped. In conventional  smears  the epithelial cells are arranged in flat 
sheets or in a honeycomb arrangement. In LBPs loss of cellular preservation, 
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peripheral edge of smear is generally blurred and also associated artefact.  In  
LBP,  cytoplasm is more disturbed, naked nuclei also increased in number and 
have prominent nucleoli. In papillary carcinoma,  nuclear  grooves  and   
pseudoinclusions  were  less apparent  than CS.(30) 
 
 According to Cochand –Priollet et al., the diagnostic accuracy of LBP 
was better than CS.  Oncocytic  tumors and Lymphocytic thyroiditis were 
difficult to diagnose in their studies and lack of  colloid background also 
important confounding  factor.(51,52) 
 
 Despite the  controversy  regarding  the  efficacy of the use of  
ThinPrep alone (53-55)  results achieved by  many  groups in different countries, 
mainly  in  the  recent  years.  Since November 2003 to 2011 the majority of 
about 22,000 FNACs done in the “Agostino Gemelli” School of Medicine and 
Hospital of  Rome have been processed by ThinPrep2000™ alone. This 
results  has been reported in  studies published since 2005 where the efficacy 
of theThinPrep2000™ method  for a correct preoperative diagnosis of more 
than 500 malignant lesions are highlighted.   
 
 According to Rossietal et al.2009(27), three parameters of efficacy 
(inadequacy, indeterminacy, and malignancy rates)  selected  for determining 
the efficacy of ThinPrep2000™  in compared   with CS alone and combine 
the ThinPrep2000™ and CS in more than 10,000  FNAC  thyroid showing 
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that ThinPrep2000™ alone is as effective as CS in decreasing both inadequate 
and indeterminate  diagnosis (56).  
 
 According  to Geers  and Bourgain 2011(57),  SurePath  method  
achieves controversial  results  in means  of  adequacy rate  between  LBC  
and  SurePath.  
 
 According to Cochand-Priolle tet al 2003(53), Rosai et al (55) the 
ThinPrep2000™  materials were  stored  in the vial also be used for additional 
methods such as immunocytochemistry, flow cytometry, and molecular 
biology.  
 
This method is based on a two-step  procedure: 
 fixation of the specimen in an methanol   based  solution  
 automated  processing of the sample to obtain  monolayer 
preparation of cells.  
 
       Two most common technique  for processing the cytologic specimens are 
thinPrep2000™  ,  the cells for the thinprep obtained from from a methanol-
based material  and then filtered , transferred  the material on glass slide 
which are positively charged  with a gentle positive pressure;  and in the 
second  method  SurePath™  the cells are collected in an ethanol based 
samples,  then  samples  centrifuged twicely, slowly sedimentated  on  a  poly-
l-lysinated  slide  and eventually  stained with  a  hematoxylin  and  eosin 
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stain.  Final result  for is one slide for each lesion  for both method and all 
cells concentrated in  the central area  of the slide  and  a sensitivity is77%  
and a specificityis 81%. (57)    
 
 The morphologic appearance  of  LBC differ from CS in two aspects:  
a) cells in  slide are arranged in  monolayered  sheets representative 
sample of the entire sample is collected in the container with a variable       
amount of cells  and the cells are preserved in the preservative solution; 
b) automated process result in  changes in  cellular and background 
morphology    
 
 One of the  important  morphological change, occurring in Liquid based 
preparation, is the appearance of  colloid is fragmented and appear as small 
droplets in the background of a  benign lesion with a quantitative detection.  
In CS the colloid  does not need  a quantization.  LBC morphology of a 
thyroiditis is equal  to CS with the exception of the of lymphocytes in the 
background and lymphocytes  higher than normal because of the spinning of 
the sample before the automated process. When a thyroiditis is suspected, the 
identification of  lymphoepithelial clusters  of cells in an inflammatory 
background is the important clue for the diagnosis and simple  follow up 
needed  for the patient.(58) 
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LBC- Problems in thyroid cytology: 
 Colloid – dense, fragmented, hard  and  droplets. 
 Papillary carcinoma – fragmentation of papillae 
 Hashimoto’s thyroiditis – low sensitivity 
 
 Liquid-based preparation can give the possibility of  
immunocytochemical  testing and evaluation and molecular testing for  
somatic mutations in  thyroid  FNAC as the nucleic acids are maintained in 
the preservative  material for  up to  6 months  after the sampling.   In this  
setting, possibility of a guideline composing the combined use of 
immunocytochemistry and molecular profiles for supplementing the 
morphologic diagnosis, can be the starting  point for a complete evaluation 
preoperative assessment in a thyroid swelling.  
 
 Spreading out in thin monolayers  which results from Liquid based 
preparation  eliminates a many of the inflammatory cells, red  blood  cells and 
necrosis  leading to  "a cleaning"  background.  The LBC gives it possible and 
to eliminate the most  of the artefacts of superposition on the conventional 
smear and the dispersion of the cellular elements removal  also usual  in  
visual reference marks. The cytopathlogists are used to evaluate the  smears 
fixed in a  preservative liquid for the urines, the serosa or the ovaries. It 
imposes an  evaluate  the  element  by element  and  a training  needed  at 
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least 6 months to adjust the morphological criteria. The cells are not flattened  
but deposited and modified  by  pictorial  aspects . The nuclei are not 
hyperchromatic  but take a vesicular aspect. The cytoplasm  also used to 
differentiate the cellular origin. The performance was  evaluated by several 
national agencies and  conclusions are given as for the improve the quality of 
the smear. The unsatisfactory smears  by  means of the presence of 
inflammatory cells and red blood cells, these are statistically less value in 
LBC than with the conventional  smear  method. The  absence of cellular 
material  because of  sampling of  bad quality as frequent in LBC as in 
conventional smear preparation.(59) 
 
 
FNAC- LYMPHNODE LESIONS 
 The  most common cause of peripheral lymphadenopathy  is due to  
reaction  to  symptomatic inflammatory conditions.  Less than 1% Patients 
with peripheral lymphadenopathy have malignant lesion.(60) Intra-abdominal  
lymphadenopathy  retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy  is  associated with   
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis and infectious mononucleosis in young patients. 
More than 40 years  of patients with associated peripheral lymphadenopathy 
with more than 2cm size,  matted  firm  nodes,  non tender,  painless nodes  
are most likelihood of malignant disease. (61) 
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Cytological features  of  normal  lymphnode: 
 The cytoplasm of  normal   lymphoid  cells  is  often fragile, the cells 
are  appeared as  naked  nuclei  or have scant  amount of  cytoplasm .  
Lympho glandular bodies  which are small, spherical basophilic fragments, 
presence of this bodies is indicative of  lymphocytes in the smear. 
 
 FNAC offers  alternative to open biopsy, it is an immediate  
preliminary  test,  causing  little trauma  and cost  although  it  is  not  always 
specific  diagnosis  but  give  more  information  for    management.(62-66) 
Sufficient material is obtained by using  23-27 gauge needle except in 
presence  if  more fibrosis  and  necrosis. Non  aspiration  techniques  result  
in less hemorrhagic  material. Huge amount of  blood adversely  affect the 
fixation of cells and cause shrinkage and distortion of cells . Liquid based 
preparation  minimally used in  lymphnode aspiration. Interpretation  of  
LBPs  carefully  because of  alteration of  cytomorphology of the cells (67) .  
 
 Although excision of palpable node is relatively simple method, FNAC 
gives  an  alternative  technique for  immediate and preliminary procedure 
with little trauma and cost. FNC of  lymphnodes  have been practised   in 
Scandinavia and Central  Europe for many years especially by haematologist  
in conjucation with  bone marrow  aspiration  and  spleen.(68) 
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 Although the  background of  LBC  is clear few numbers of red cells 
and  debris are  seen  in  necrotizing lymphadenitis cases. Reed- Sternberg 
cells and  Hodgkin cells in Hodgkin’s lymphoma is easily  identified by 
means of monolayers.  IHC  performed  in  these  cases  and  tumour cells 
were positive for EMA, CD30 and CD15. In another case  of  lymphoma  
cells are arranged in single or clustered in aggregates resembling oat cell 
carcinoma in LBC smears and IHC was useful in this case which are  LCA 
and pan B cell markers positive. Carcinomas were difficult to diagnose in 
LBC because  of  lack of necrosis  and   presented as fragmentation of  
epithelial  cell clusters.  In CSs  12 cases reported  as granulomatous 
lymphadenitis  in  LBC, 10 LBCs epitheloid  cells  were  noted. (30) 
 
  The differing  preparatory  methods, the morphological differences  
between Conventional smears  and  LBP.  LBC produces a  single slide  and  
representative cells  and  less  amount  of  obscuring  material like  blood  and  
inflammatory cells. But  obscuring elements  is sometimes considered as a 
diagnostic problem because  of  background  element  like tumour diathesis  
and  necrosis which is  useful  in  assessment  of  diagnosis.  Especially 
lymphoma was difficult to assess  in LBC method  and in these method  
lymphoid cells aggregated together and appeared  as smaller.    
 
 According   to  Wildi et al (69),  found  that   Endoscopy ultrasound -
FNA  using  Conventional  smear  is a  good method  for  diagnosing  
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granulomatous lesions.  In their study, 3  benign lesions diagnosed as  
granulomas which were identified  on CS  but  not  diagnosed  on LBC.  
These diagnostic problems  and  unfamiliarity, application of the LBC 
technique on FNA cytology is limited. Nowadays, the LBC method can 
alternate method  to  CS  but  LBP  cannot  replace CS on  FNA cytology(70) . 
 
FNAC – BREAST LESIONS 
 Approach of  palpable  breast  lumps  are  “triple test”  by  analysing  
clinical, radiological features combined with pathological features  for 
diagnosing  lesions  and  determine the  further   management.(71)  Palpable 
breast  lump preceded by  ultrasonographic  and  mammographic  
investigation   also   FNAC  performed  as  first  line mode of investigation  
among   symptomatic   patients.(72&73)   Use  23-27 gauge  needle  for 
aspiration. For benign and malignant lesions  FNA without aspiration  
preferable. 
 
 The main purpose of  FNAC of  breast lesions  are to confirm the 
carcinoma and to  avoid  the  unnecessary  surgeries in benign conditions.  
Subjective grading  of cytological  smears  correlated with  nuclear  and  
histological  grade  and  it  shows  association  with prognosis of the 
lesions(74).  The sensitivity  of  FNC  in  breast  cancer  diagnosis  is around 
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90-95%. But  radiation induced  atypia  in benign glandular  epithelium   
create risk of over diagnosis which mimics malignant lesions.(75) 
 
 Certain conditions well circumscribed lesions like  simple cyst, 
fibroadenomas, lipomas,  fat necrosis  and   intramammary lymphnodes  
which are diagnosed with confidence. But poorly circumscribed lesions of the 
breast lesions lik firocystic disease, hormonal mastopathy, fibroadenosis and  
mammary dysplasias  which are  cannot  be  diagnosed confidently  by FNC.  
 
Cytological  features  of  normal  breast: 
 The bimodal pattern of cells seen  which  are  duct epithelial cells , 
these cells are arranged  tightly  in  clusters   or groups and  have  uniform  
round , small nuclei  with granular chromatin,  scant cytoplasm  with  
indistinct borders. The myoepithelial cells are spindle shaped ,with dark 
homogenous  bipolar nuclei. 
                              
 According  to Layfield  et al (76)  six clusters of  benign   epithelial  cells  
are   needed as threshold  for diagnosis of  satisfactory   samples.  In cases of  
fibrous mastopathy, sclerosed fibroadenoma  and  carcinoma with high 
desmoplastic stroma   or   hypertrophic  adipose  tissue  conditions  one 
cannot  be expect  cellular samples or  to obtain  many  cells.     
 
 Complications  are uncommon  in FNAC breast  lesions. Minor 
hemorrhage and pain may occur.  Other rare complications  are  major 
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hematoma,  pneumothorax  and  subpleural hematoma. (77)  The impalpable 
breast lesions were detected by screening by mammography  and  can be 
investigated  nowadays  by   image guided needle aspiration techniques. 
 
 The  use  of  FNAC  in  assessment of  breast  lesions are,  in  suspected 
metastasis and recurrence, inoperable advanced cancer, preoperative 
confirmation , clinical management  and  obtain tumour  cells  for  IHC, DNA 
analysis, molecular studies. 
 
 Use  of  LBC  now  used  for  non gynaecological  cytological  samples  
including  FNAC. Diagnostic  features of ductal carcinoma  in LBC were the 
cells arranged in aggregates but stromal fragments  were absent. In LBC   
diagnosis of ductal carcinoma was apparently easy due to presence of high 
cellularity, defined nuclear features and clear background  but  malignant cell 
clusters broken into small fragments.(30) 
 
 The LBPs were limited to residual material,  in  CSs adequacy was 
84.2%  and adequacy of  78.9%  in LBC . Exellent  cytoplasmic and nuclear 
(ER) antibodies in  Liquid based preparation.  It  is  alternative method for 
fixed and prepared slides from inexperienced aspirators.(78)  In  breast lesions  
sensitivity  and specificity more than 95% in CSs.(79&80)  FNAC  specificity 
100% and  Core  needle biopsy  specificity  100%  but   FNAC  more 
sensitivity  (97%) than core needle biopsy (90%). (81) 
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 According  to Bedard  YC  et  al, analysed  breast  FNAC  of  7464 
patients over a 4 years  period   and  comparing both  LBC  and  CSs, but in 
this study  no significant diagnostic accuracy between  these techniques.(82)  
 
In LBP  breast cytology problems are;  
Fibroadenoma  
 Fewer myoepithelial cells 
 Less epithelial stromal relationship 
Colloid carcinoma  
 Scant mucin 
Papillary neoplasm 
 Fragmentation of papillae 
 
FNAC  OF OTHER  LESIONS 
 
 Documentation of  diagnostic  accuracy  of  FNAC  in salivary gland 
neoplasms of many types published  from the Karolinska  Hospital  in  the 
1960s in Sweden.(83-87) More than 90% of salivary gland neoplasm  
recognized,  over 90%  were correctly  typed  as pleomorphic adenoma and 
most malignant tumours diagnosed as like. (88,89)   A review  of literature found 
that  the diagnostic sensitivity of 81% and 100%  and specificity of  94%-
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100% and 61-80% of accuracy of tumour  typing.(90) According to  
Klijanienko et al, sensitivity of 94%  and  accuracy of  95%.(91)               
 
 Generally  salivary  gland tumours  not  subjected  to needle biopsy or  
incisional  biopsy  due  to  increased  risk of resulting fistula seeding of 
tumour cells  because of disruption of the capsule and leading to subsequent 
recurrence but no evidence of  these complication in FNAC. According to 
Layfield et al,(92) potential cost savings due to preoperative evaluation of 
salivary gland tumours by FNAC.  Liquid based preparation  can be used as 
supplement to Conventional smears. (93) 
 
 There are most morphological differences between LBC and 
Conventional smears in the  evaluation of salivary gland FNACs, mostly 
related to the quantity and stromal appearence . The diagnostic yield of CS   
higher than that of LBP yield in the diagnosis of  pleomorphic adenoma, 
which is the most diagnosis in salivary gland. (93) 
 
 In mixed tumours of salivary gland  lesions, epithelial and 
mesenchymal   component s  are   present in  cellular   LBC  but  present  in 
all CSs. Mesenchymal component  is  poor  in LBP  like poor myxoid 
background or droplets of myxoid areas. Epithelial cells arranged in small 
aggregates  without specific information in LBP.  So diagnosis  was easier in 
CSs than LBCs because of myxoid  background in CSs. Small cluster of 
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oncocytic cells  on  LBP  in Warthin tumour but lymphoid cells on 
background was less which  favours the oncocytic cells. Due to loss of 
necrotic  background  and  fragmentation of  epithelial clusters in  diagnosis 
of carcinoma was difficult. Cytoplasmic details similar to that of CS, nuclear 
smudging  and  loss  of  nuclear  details were present.(30) 
 
 Extracellular  material  is important   for  formulating  a  specific 
diagnosis in soft tissue   lesion like  endometriosis  and it is a diagnostic 
problem.  In  LBP  the  extracellular  material  is diminished  and  quality also 
altered. Filamentous quality also indistinguishable  from fibrin. Biphasic 
component  stromal  fragments and epithelial  sheets of endometriosis seen in 
CSs . But stromal fragments not seen in LBC, it is difficult to diagnose.(30) 
 
 According  to Lee KR et al,(94)  outlined  many differences between the 
two methodology   and  also  emphasized the use of LBC  for a correct 
interpretation and  diagnosis. Also LBP should  not  primary method of 
diagnosis unless  conditions are absolutely prohibitive. 
 
 According  to  Schmitt  FC et  al,  in Portugal  from  the  university  of  
Porto,  reported ,  the  use  of  liquid  based  preparation   for   study   of     
breast carcinoma cell lines  and cells taken from  tissue  culture  and   
prepared  in easy way and  uniform  manner  for research purposes(95). 
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Immunoperoxidase  and  in situ hybridization controls are prepared in the 
same techniques(96,97). 
 
 According  to  Rana  DN et  al,(98) a large study on respiratory cytology 
samples, this  study no  diagnostic  accuracy  between   Liquid based cytology 
and CSs.  But  they favour LBC over CS   due  to a  cleaner background, 
better cell preservation  and  evenly distribution of cells. Also LBC provides 
less obscuring blood,  no air-drying  or  crush  artefacts  and good nuclear 
detail observed  in  LBC. 
 
 According  to  de Luna R et al,(99) study on pancreatic FNACs with 
comparing LBE and CSs. They reported  diagnostic accuracy of  Thinprep  
was  inferior to  conventional methods  and  they found that  this  result  due  
to  use of  split specimen technique,  less  cellularity with use of  LBC. In 
LBC technique  important  morphological  difference was lack of background 
mucinous  material  which  impedes  the   diagnostic  accuracy  of   mucinous 
tumours of  the  pancreas.  Thinprep   was  safe  and  acceptable  technique  
for  diagnosis  of  thyroid,  lymphnode,  breast,  salivary gland  and  soft tissue 
lesions  when combination  of  conventional   FNAC  method.(30)  
 Cystoscopy  and  cytology are commonly  applied  for the  
interpretation  of  diagnosis  and  follow up  of  superficial bladder 
carcinomas.  Now a days   cystoscopy  is  the most efficient  method  used  for 
detecting  primary  or  recurrent  urothelial  cancer   of the bladder.  But  
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cystoscopy is  invasive  method  and   it  produces   discomfort  to  the patient,  
and  difficult to diagnose flat tumors. (100 )  Cytology  is important test  to use 
as  a non-invasive adjunct to standard  diagnostic  technique   and 
surveillance. (101 )  The cytology  is clinically useful  and easy to  perform,  
have  minimal  needs  for  sample  preparation  and  handling,  and  be  
reliable, (102)  because of  high sensitivity and specificity. Urine cytology is 
non-invasive method  and  the gold standard  method for diagnosing  high-
grade  urothelial lesions, with sensitivity was  95%and specificity near  to 
100%.  But   sensitivity  is low in low grade tumors, which  are the most 
common  type of  urothelial carcinomas.(100,103&104)  The limitations of 
cytology  and cystoscopy  for  the  primary diagnosis  and  monitoring 
patients and  early  detection of transitional cell carcinoma.(100)  LBP  
developed is  an alternative to conventional cytological methods . Most 
comparative analysis shown that  ThinPrep  is better than conventional 
preparations  and  sensitivity and specificity more than  90% in non-
gynaecological samples (103).  MonoPrep2  a newly developed  liquid-based 
cytology  method,  It  has a manual  filtration  methodology and it is simple 
technique  and  cost effective than CSs. 
 
 Liquid-based cytology  as an  alternative  to conventional cytology. 
Many laboratories  have  applied LBP method  to body fluids (e.g. urine, 
pleural effusions). Most of the studies reported   good  results with  the 
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Thinprep  system   compared  with  conventional smear  preparations ,  and  
the residual material within the container can be applied  for 
immunohistochemical or other analyses. (105)  In Korea,  Thinprep was 
introduced in 1999,   this  method  was  required an expensive  instrument  
and the sample preparation  costs were  higher. This is the main limitation 
factor for  normal  routine screening  of public health system. 
 
 
ADVANTAGES  OF  FINE  NEEDLE  CYTOLOGY 
 Fine needle cytology  includes both  FNAC   and   FNNAC.  Fine 
needle cytology  has  clear  advantages  to both  patients  and  clinicians. This  
method is simple, relatively painless ,OP procedure and produces an 
economical and speedy result.(106-108)    The accuracy can approach to that of  
histopathology  in providing an unequivocal diagnosis when applied by 
experienced, well trained practitioners. Though not a suitable for conventional 
surgical histopathology,  it is an  extremely valued complement to it. 
 
 FNC can be applied on easily palpable all superficial lesions like 
thyroid, breast, lymphnode,  superficial  nodules of skin, subcutaneous tissue. 
For deep seated lesions  sampling under the  radiologic guidance such as USG 
and CT scan and endoscopic USG guided FNC. (109) 
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 In fact  FNC,   as  the  first  step   it  can satisfy  the avidity  of 
clinicians for  rapid  diagnosis.  The use of  FNC  in  primary  diagnosis of  
tumours has been  enormous  and  successful. It is very useful  and less 
demanding  method  than  surgical  biopsy.  The  low  risk of  complication  is  
an important  advantage of  FNC,  so this  procedure  performed  as  an 
outpatient procedure and in radiology rooms. 
 
Ancillary techniques used in FNC 
 Due to more scientific  technologies in recent times,  many of  the 
ancillary  methods can be used in cytology for correct and rapid diagnosis. 
 
Special stains 
 The commonly employed  histopathological stains also used in 
cytology. Some of them are Alcian blue for mucins, PAS/ diastase  for 
glycogen,  Masson Fontana for melanin,  Grimelius for  argyrophilic granules,  
Ziehl Neilson  for  acid fast organisms,  Prussian blue for iron,  Congo red  for 
amyloid.   In air dried   smears Oil red O for fat.(110) 
 
Phase contrast microscopy  
 It is used in cytology for unstained smear tocheck the 
representativeness   of smear  and  quality  of  smears can be used for  
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Electron microscopy  or Immunoperoxidase  staining.  So that  time  and 
reagents  were not wasted in unsatisfactory specimens. 
 
Electron microscopy 
 This  modality  is mainly associated  with the  FNC at  all  site of 
lesions  especially  in deep seated  lesions.  Electron microscope mainly used  
in mediastinal and  unusual lung lesions. The common method of fixation is to 
eject  the aspirate  material  into  the  test  tube   which containing fixative like 
glutaraldehyde. Highly dry cellular aspirate,  the sample to be ejected as 
semisolid  droplet  on a cleaned  slide then  it is immersed in a  glutaraldehyde   
fixative. Lazzaro’s method  used  for cell concentration, in this method 
separating  tumour cells from  contaminating red blood cells. In 
centrifugation, small  pellet is  produced which is carefully removed   and 
used for subsequent processing. (111-113) 
 
Immunocytochemistry (ICC) 
 It is recent modality in diagnostic cytology.  The availability of  
monoclonal antibodies  to  proteins and cell products  which  are  specific 
more or less to different cell  lines and which are demonstrated by 
immunocytochemical  techniques.  Most  commonly  used  technique is  
avidin-biotin complex  with polyclonal and monoclonal primary antibodies. 
Marker dye use in this method is Diaminobenzidine. In cytological 
preparation,  immune alkaline phosphatase staining  method  offer  more  
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advantages. Due to the commercially produced kit have make immune 
cytochemistry  a simple  technique. To achieve the diagnostic accuracy  
appropriate controls  must be present.(114&115) 
 
 The  other new modalities that can be   applied to cytologic  specimens 
are image analysis  which deals with different areas namely morphometry, 
object counting and cytometry.  Molecular cytometry  and  flowcytometry 
also be employed. 
 
Immunocytochemistry on LBC (According to  dabbs  et al ) 
 In LBP intensity of smear is high 
 In LBP  proper distribution and staining  of cells 
 Background  is clear in LBP  and interpretation of cells are easy. 
 
LIMITATION  OF   FNC 
 
 FNC is  still  relatively  a  new  discipline  and  experiences  in this  
field  is still  insufficient.   
 The diagnostic criteria necessary to be better defined in few less                  
common  conditions  like  soft tissue tumours,  paediatric tumours etc., 
where  specialised  oncological  expertise is  necessary.  
 The needle not  reaching  the lesions  in deep seated lesions,  so 
imaging   technique  guidance is needed in  these  situations. 
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 Minor complications like  hematoma,  pain and  hemorrhage may 
occur. 
 FNC can cause change in tissue which may make subsequent 
interpretation is difficult.  Such changes are infarction, pseudo 
malignant changes,  pseudo capsular invasion   and  reparative reactive 
changes. So FNC method must be done gently and carefully to 
minimize tissue damage. 
 The possibility of carcinomatous cells disseminated  along needle tract., 
but according to  Roussel et al in 1989, and in  1996  Power et al 
confirmed  that   needle tract  seeding  was low  in case of  FNC when 
22-25 gauge fine needle was used.(116)  Multiple passes , absence of 
normal  parenchyma  covering  the  lesion  and large  needles  increase 
the risk of seeding of tumour cells. 
 Extreamly  rare  complications  noted,  when FNC  applied to deeper 
organs.  The  complications are  hemorrhage,  bile peritonitis,  acute 
pancreatitis, septicaemia  and  pneumothorax   etc., where close follow 
up of the  patients  were  needed. 
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ADVANTAGES  OF LIQUID BASED  PREPARATION 
 Easier collection and transport of samples 
 Standardized preparation 
 Adequate cellularity 
 Rapid fixation 
 Even  and  monolayer  distribution of cells over a small slide area 
 Good preservation  of  cell morphology  and  increase  clarity  of  
nuclear feature 
 Small screening  area 
 Decreased obscuring background elements 
 Decreased air drying artefacts 
 
DISADVANTAGES  OF  LIQUID  BASED  PREPARATION 
 Decreased and  altered  background  material  like  necrosis, 
blood and inflammation 
 Decreased and  altered extracellular elements like  mucin, colloid 
and  stroma 
 Disrupted  cellular architecture like  fragmentation  of  papillae 
 Size of the cell smaller than conventional preparation 
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LBC - ADVANTAGES  IN  CYTOMORPHOLOGY                                                     
 High diagnostic accuracy 
 Preserved cell features 
 Lesser fixation artefact 
 Clean background 
 Lesser unsatisfactory  results 
 
 
 
          TABLE- 1 : DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  CS  AND  LBC 
PARAMETERS CS LBC 
Cellularity Cellularity is high Low 
Architecture Well  Preserved Less preserved 
Cell size Size of the cells are preserved Smaller 
Background Distracting Cleaner 
Diathesis Diffuse Clinging,Clumped 
Nuclei Preserved Preserved 
Ancillary tests +/- + 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
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MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 
 
 This study is a prospective study conducted at  Goschen Institute of 
Pathology,  Madras Medical  College and  Rajiv  Gandhi  Government 
General Hospital, Chennai during the year 2014 (February2014  to July 2014).  
This  study included  samples obtained from  90 patients who  attended  for 
cytology  department  for  FNAC  of  thyroid,  breast  and  lymphnode  
lesions. 
 
METHODS 
 Collection of clinical data of patients  attending the cytology  
department  for FNAC for thyroid, breast  and  lymphnode lesions and 
preparing  
 
 Conventional smears (CS) 
 Liquid based  preparation (LBP) 
 
 INCLUSION CRITERIA: 
 Palpable  swelling  of  Breast, Thyroid, Lymphnode.     
                              
 EXCLUSION CRITERIA: 
 Swelling other than  Breast, Thyoid and  Lymphnode 
 Gynaecological cases  
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CONVENTIONAL  SMEAR  PREPARATION 
Equipments needed: 
 27-22  gauge needles, 5ml  or 10 ml syringe, gloves, Fixatives, Coplin 
jars, cotton, skin disinfectant, glass slides, glass marking pencil, stains, sterile 
test tube or sterile container for collecting  samples for liquid based 
preparation. 
 
Patient  preparation: 
 A clear explanation  was   given  to the  patient about procedure 
,number of pricks that would be made and complications of procedure. A 
written consent  was obtained  first and  the cooperation of patient to 
procedure is very essential. The  procedure was  normally  carried out  with 
the patient lying supine on the examination  couch. 
 
 The swelling  was located and palpated, then skin overlying was 
cleansed with alcohol. A 10ml plastic syringe attached with a needle  
(22gauge or 25 gauge)  was held in the right hand. Two fingers of the left 
hand firmly grasp the swelling. Then the  needle was inserted  rapidly through 
the skin into the swelling.  
 
 Once the needle  tip  is in the swelling,  gentle suction was applied 
while the needle is moved back and  forth  in the nodule vertically. This 
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manoeuvre allows the dislodging of the  cellular material and easy suction 
into  the needle. During the  period of 5-10 passes, suction was maintained 
and as soon as fluid or aspirate appears in the hub of the needle, the suction  
was released and the needle was withdrawn. 
 
 The appearance of fluid suggests that nodule is cystic. The suction 
pressure is maintained to aspirate all the fluid  material  and then FNAC was 
to be done in the residual lesions or mass. Once the material is seen in the hub  
of  the  needle,  the needle  is  taken  out  of the swelling   and  detached  from 
the syringe. 
 
 5ml  of air  was drawn  into  the syringe  and the  needle  was 
reattached  to the  syringe  and  with the level pointing down, drop of 
aspirated material was forced onto each of the several glass slides. It is 
important that all the slides are labelled  and  placed  in order on  a  nearby  
table  before  the aspiration smears  are prepared. 
 
 After  the procedure  is over, firm pressure is  applied  to  the aspirated 
site  with  cotton. Once the bleeding  has stopped,  adhesive bandage  is 
placed on it.  The patients  are observed  for few  minutes and  if  there  are  
no problems, he/she is allowed to leave. 
 
 The  aspirate   contained  in the needle was expelled on to  a clean glass    
slide using air in syringe ,taking care  to avoid splashing. The smears were 
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made  by  using  a second glass slide exerting a light pressure to achieve a 
thin, even spread, in a manner similar to that of making blood smears. Too 
firm pressure produces a  crush artefacts. Then smears are fixed with 
Isopropyl alcohol or Ethanol in coplin jars. 
 
LIQUID BASED PREPARATION (LBP) PROCEDURE 
 Samples for LBP (E-PREP) and CS are taken from the patients 
attending cytology department for FNA. 
 
 For  LBC (E-PREP) , samples are collected in 20 ml of  cytosol 
solution, centrifuged at 1800 RPM  for 5min. After centrifugation,  
supernatant solution is discarded and then the precipitated cells are  
resuspended  in a 20 ml of cytopreservative  solution . 
 
 The equipment  then  spreads  the material  on a clean  glass  slide  to 
form  a circle  20 mm  in diameter. Hereby  giving  a monolayer preparation 
of  cells with clean background and slides  are routinely stained with  
Papanicolacou  stain (PAP)  and  May Graunwald Giemsa  stain (MGG). 
 
STAINING PROCEDURE: 
 Both  conventional  smears and  liquid based preparations  stained  with 
MGG  stain and  PAP stain.  
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MAY GRUNWALD GIEMSA  STAINING 
 The  smears  are  air dried  and  fixed with  acetone free methanol  for 
30 minutes.  Then smers are stained with   May Grunwald  working solution 
for 5 minutes  and then stained with  Giemsa working solution  for  15 
minutes and buffer water  (pH-6.8)  for 5minutes. Air dry the slides and 
mount with  DPX. 
                                   PAPANICOLAOU  STAINING  
 The  smears  fixed with  Isopropyl alcohol for  20- 30 minutes;  then 4-
5 dips  in  each 80%, 70%  and 50% alcohol then 4 dips in tap water and 
stained  with  Harri’s haematoxylin  for 4minutes  the wash in tap water for 1-
2 minutes then  treated  with 1% acid alcohol for 30 seconds followed by 
wash with tap water for 5 minutes .  Then  treated  with 70%, 90%,90% 
alcohol for each 4-5 dips followed by stained  OG-6 (Orange green-6) for 5 
minutes  then 4-5 dips  in  95% alcohol  and stained with  EA-50 (Eosin-50) 
for 10 minutes. Two changes of  95% alcohol  for each 4-5 dips followed by 
4-5 dips in absolute alcohol then two changes of  Xylene for each 4-5 dips 
then  mount  with  DPX. 
 
 All  needle sampling procedure  were made by a single operator, bias 
was thus avoided in all stages of sampling from patient examination to slide 
fixation. The slides were studied and a cytological diagnosis was made.  
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 According to scoring system of  Mair et al (20) quality of cytological 
aspirate samples  analysed.  The smears are compared with following  
parameters which are  
 Cellularity 
 Retention of  appropriate architecture 
 Blood or clot obscuring  the background elements 
 Degree of trauma 
 Degree of cellular degeneration    
 
 On  the basis  of  five  parameters   tabulated  (annexure),  for each 
cases  a  cumulative   score  was  obtained  then  categorized as  one of the 3  
following  categories, 
  Unsuitable for cytological diagnosis – (0-2) 
  Diagnostically Adequate – (3-6) 
  Diagnostically Superior – (7-10) 
Figures-3&4  Equipments used in FNAC 
 Figure-2  Shows the procedure of FNAC
Figure-7  E-PREP solution Figure- 6 Dual membrane filter
 Figure-5  E-PREP PROCESSOR
SMEAR PREPARATION
Figure -8  CS Figure-9  LBP
CS LBP
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Observation and 
Results 
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OBSERVATION AND RESULTS 
 
 This study is  a prospective study. During  the period of  March  2014 
to August 2014, total number of cases aspirated   from thyroid, breast and  
lymphnode lesions are 90.Among 90 cases  thyroid, breast and lymphnode 
lesions each 30. 
 
TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES STUDIED  - 90 
THYROID SWELLING              - 30 
LYMPHNODE SWELLING       - 30 
BREAST LUMP                          - 30  
 
  In  all  cases  conventional smear  (CS) and  Liquid based preparations 
(LBP) are  made,  then  stained   with  MGG   and   PAP stain  for  each  
cases. The smears are  graded  according  to  scoring  system  developed    by      
Mair et al (20)    to classify  quality of cytological aspirate. (Annexure-3) 
 
RESULTS OF THYROID CYTOLOGICAL SMEARS: 
 In the 30 cases of thyroid swelling  there were 6 males and 24 males out 
of which 19 cases of Nodular colloid goitre , 8 cases of  Autoimmune 
thyroiditis (Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and Lymphocytic thyroiditis), and  
Papillary carcinoma thyroid,  Cystic colloid nodule  and  Colloid  goitre with 
thyroiditis each 1 case . (Table 2&3 and Chart 1) 
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TABLE-2 SEX DISTRIBUTION 
Total cases of  thyroid 60 
                 Male 6 
                 Female 54 
 
TABLE-3  DISTRIBUTION OF THYROID LESIONS  
S.no Diagnosis         Total 
1 Colloid  nodular  goitre           19 
2 Hashimoto’s thyroiditis            5 
3 Lymphocytic thyroiditis            3 
4 Papillary carcinoma            1 
5 Cystic colloid nodule            1 
6 Colloid goitre with thyroiditis            1 
                                                     
CHART- 1   DISTRIBUTION OF THYROID LESIONS 
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 The  smears  obtained by  CS and LBC were  scored  and  graded  
accordingly to  background blood or clot,  cellularity, degree of cellular 
trauma,  degree  of  cellular  degeneration,  retention of  appropriate cellular  
architecture.  
 
 In our study,  it  was found that number of diagnostically adequate 
smears were more from  Conventional smear technique than LBC (CS- 25 
cases, LBC-23)   and diagnostically  superior smears   were from  LBC more 
than Conventional method (CS-4 cases, LBC-6 cases) and diagnostically 
unsuitable smears were equal in both  techniques(CS-1 case, LBC-1case). 
(Table-4 & Chart-2) 
 
TABLE-4    GRADING OF SMEARS (THYROID) 
S. 
NO GRADING  OF  SMEARS CS LBC 
1 Diagnostically  unsuitable 1 1 
2 Diagnostically  adequate 25 23 
3 Diagnostically   superior 4 6 
4 Total 30 30 
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CHART 2 -  GRADING OF SMEARS IN THYROID LESIONS 
 
 
TABLE- 5  PERCENTAGE OF QUALITY OF SMEARS 
GRADE 
TECHNIQUES 
TOTAL 
CS LBC 
Adequate 
Count 25 23 48 
% within grade 52.1% 47.9% 100% 
Superior 
Count 4 6 10 
% within grade 40% 60% 100% 
Unsuitable 
Count 1 1 2 
% within grade 50% 50% 100% 
Total 
Count 30 30 60 
% within grade 50 50 100% 
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25
Adequate Superior Unsuitable
25
4
1
23
6
1
CS
LBC
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 On  comparing the number of  adequate smears,  superior  smears  and  
unsuitable  smears  obtained  by  Conventional  smears  and  LBP,   it was 
found that  CS  produced  more adequate smears(52.1%), LBP  produced  
more superior smears (60%)  and  diagnostically unsuitable smears  produced 
by both techniques were equal(50%).(Table5,Chart4) 
      
       CHART-4   PERCENTAGE OF SMEARS (THYROID) 
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TABLE -6  AVERAGE  SCORE  OF  EACH  PARAMETERS 
 
 The average  score for  each  parameters  in Conventional  smear  and  
LBP of thyroid  lesion  was calculated (Table-6 & Chart-5)  and  it was found 
that the average score of background  blood numerically  higher in LBP 
technique (Mean-1.633) 
 
 The  mean value of  cellularity numerically higher in  Conventional 
smears. (Mean-1.533) 
 
 The mean value of  degree of cellular trauma numerically higher in 
LBP technique. (Mean-1.266) 
 
 The mean value  of  degree of  cellular  degeneration  numerically 
higher in  Conventional method (Mean-0.933) 
 
S.NO PARAMETERS CS LBC 
1 Background  blood  or clot 1.033 1.633 
2 Cellularity 1.533 1.200 
3 Degree of cellular trauma 1.066 1.266 
4 Degree of  cellular degeneration 0.933 0.866 
5 Retention of architecture 1.133 0.866 
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 The  mean value of retention of architecture numerically higher in 
Conventional method (Mean-1.133) 
 
 Total average score was  analysed  between two techniques it was 
found that  average score was equal for both methods. (Mean-5.500) 
 
                       CHART-5  MEAN SCORE  (THYROID) 
 
 1.Background bloor or clot 
2.Cellularity  
3.Degree of cellular trauma  
4.Degree of cellular degeneration  
5.Retention of appropriate architecture 
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                  CHART-6    MEAN SCORE   (CS & LBP)  
  
 The average mean difference between  both techniques (CS-5.500and 
LBP-5.500)  calculated as  0.00001 . The P value of average scores of each 
techniques calculated by   t- test  and  the  P value =1.   (Table7 & Chart6) 
 
TABLE- 7    P  VALUE OF  BOTH METHODS 
S.NO METHODS AVERAGE MEAN SCORE 
MEAN 
DIFFERENCE 
P  
VALUE 
1 CS 5.500 
0.00001 1  
2 LBP 5.500 
 
CS LBC
5.5 5.5
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TABLE-8   P VALUE   OF  PARAMETERS (THYROID) 
S.NO PARAMETERS P VALUE 
1 Background  blood  or  clot 0.001 
2 Cellularity 0.012 
3 Degree of cellular trauma 0.565 
4 Degree of cellular degeneration 0.471 
5 Retention  of  architecture 0.033 
   
 
The   P value  of each parameters were calculated by Pearson Chi-Square 
test.(Table-8)   
 
 P value of  background  blood   and  clot  score P= 0.01  
 P value of  parameter of cellularity  score P=0.012 
 P value of  degree of cellular trauma  score  P=0.565 
 P value of degree of cellular degeneration score P=0.471 
 P value of retention of architecture score P=0.033  
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TABLE -9 
 
COMPARISON  OF  BOTH  TECHNIQUES (THYROID) 
Method Total cases Quality of  smears P value 
CS 30  
Adequate 25 
0.785 
Superior 4 
Unsuitable 1 
LBP 30 
Adequate 23 
Superior 6 
Unsuitable 1 
 
 
        Comparison  of  Conventional smears  and  LBP   in  thyroid  lesions, 
 the P value  was calculated by using  Pearson Chi-Square  test  and  the   
P value =0.785.  (Table 9) 
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RESULTS OF  CYTOLOGY  BREAST  LESIONS 
 
 In  the 30 cases   of   breast   lumps  there were  29  females  and  1 
male  out of  which   12 cases of  Ductal  carcinoma,  6 cases  Fibroadenoma,  
3 cases of  each Fibroadenoma  with  fibroadenosis  and  Fibroadenoma  with 
fibrocystic changes, 2cases of  Fibrocystic disease and each one case of  
Proliferative breast disease with atypia,  Benign phyllodes tumour, Abscess 
with  granulomatous mastitis  and  one case show only hemorrhagic 
material(descriptive).  (Table10&11, Chart 7) 
 
TABLE-10   SEX DISTRIBUTION 
TOTAL   CASES FEMALE MALE 
30 29 1 
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TABLE-11  DISTRIBUTION OF BREAST LESIONS 
S.NO DIAGNOSIS TOTAL 
1 Ductal carcinoma 12 
2 Fibroadenoma 6 
3 Fibroadenoma  with  fibrocystic disease 3 
4 Fibroadenoma with fibroadenosis 3 
5 Proliferative breast disease with atypia 1 
6 Fibrocystic disease 2 
7 Benign phyllodes 1 
8 Granulomatous mastitis 1 
9 Descriptive (Haemorrhagic) 1 
 
CHART – 7 : BREAST   LESIONS 
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  In our study the smears obtained by Conventional smears and  LBC 
from breast  lesions were scored and graded according  to parameters of 
background blood, cellularity, degree of cellular trauma, degree of cellular 
degeneration and retention of architecture (Table12 & Chart8). It was found 
that number of  diagnostically  adequate  smears  were more from LBP (LBP-
19 cases,CS-18 cases) 
 
 The superior quality smears more from Conventional smears than LBP 
(LBP -7cases, CS-9cases) 
 
 The unsuitable smears  less from  Conventional smears  than LBC 
preparation (LBP-4 cases, CS-3 cases) 
 
      TABLE -12 : GRADING  OF  SMEARS - BREAST 
S.NO GRADING  OF  SMEARS CS LBP 
1                 Adequate 18 19 
2                 Superior 9 7 
3 Unsuitable 3 4 
4                 TOTAL 30 30 
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CHART-8   GRADING  OF SMEARS 
 
TABLE-13  PERCENTAGE OF QUALITY OF SMEARS 
GRADE 
TECHNIQUES 
TOTAL 
CS LBC 
 
Adequate 
Count 18 19 37 
% within grade 48.6% 54% 100% 
 
Superior 
Count 9 7 16 
% within grade 56.3% 43.8% 100% 
 
Unsuitable 
Count 3 4 7 
% within grade 42.9% 57.1% 100% 
 
Total 
Count 30 30 60 
% within grade 50% 50% 100% 
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CHART-9  PERCENTAGE OF QUALITY OF SMEARS (BREAST) 
 
 On comparing percentage of quality of smears  obtained by 
Conventional  smears and Liquid based  preparation  the percentage  of 
superior quality smears more from Conventional smears (56.3%)  and 
percentage of  adequate smears  more from  the Liquid based 
preparation(54%)  and  unsuitable smears  more  in Liquid based preparation 
(57.10%).  (Table13 & Chart 9) 
 
 The average score  (mean)  for each  parameters (Background blood or 
clot, Cellularity, Degree of cellular trauma , Degree of cellular degeneration 
and Retention of architecture) in Conventional smears and Liquid based 
preparation were calculated.  (Table14 & Chart 10) 
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TABLE -14  AVERAGE SCORE  OF  PARAMETERS 
S.NO. PARAMETERS 
AVERAGE SCORE 
CS LBP 
1 Background  blood  or clot 1.100 1.7667 
2 Cellularity 1.666 1.233 
3 Degree of cellular trauma 1.133 0.8667 
4 Degree of cellular degeneration 1.000 0.7667 
5 Retention cellular architecture 1.066 0.766 
 
 The average score of  parameter  of  background blood  or clot  found to 
be higher in LBP,  average score of LBP  was 1.7667,  and   average score  of 
CS was 1.100. 
 
 The  average  score of parameter of cellularity found to be higher in 
Conventional smears,  average score of CS was 1.666 and average score of  
LBP was 1.233. 
 
 The average score of parameter of degree of cellular trauma found  to 
be higher in  Conventional smear,  average score of  CS  was 1.133  and  LBP  
was  0.8667. 
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 The average score of  parameter  of degree of cellular degeneration 
found to be higher in  Conventional smear , average  score of  CS was  1.000 
and LBP   was 0.7667. 
 
 The average score  of parameter of retention  of  cellular architecture  
found to be higher in Conventional smear,   average score of  LBP  was  0.766 
and CS was 1.066.  
  
CHART-10 AVERAGE SCORE (BREAST) 
 
1) Background  blood or clot 
2) Cellularity 
3) Degree of cellular trauma 
4) Degree of cellular degeneration 
5) Retention of cellular architecture  
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CHART-11  MEAN SCORE  (CS & LBP) 
 
 
 Total  average  score (Mean)  of both techniques were compared  and  it 
found to be average mean  value  more in Conventional smears than LBP. 
(Mean value of  CS-5.8667  and  LBP- 5.333).(Table15 & Chart 11)  
 
                     TABLE -15   P VALUE OF BOTH METHODS 
 
S.NO 
 
METHODS 
AVERAGE 
MEAN SCORE 
MEAN 
DIFFERENCE 
P  
VALUE 
1 CS 5.866 
0.533 
 
0.259 
 
2 LBP 5.366 
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 The average mean difference between  both techniques (CS-5.866and 
LBP-5.366)  calculated as  0.533 . The P value of average scores of each 
techniques calculated by   t- test  and  the  P value  = 0.259.(Table-15)                
 
P VALUE OF PARAMETERS  (BREAST) 
 The  objective parameters  of  Background  blood or clot, Cellularity, 
Degree of cellular trauma,  Degree of  cellular degeneration and Retention of 
cellular architecture were  compared    with  Pearson  Chi- Square  test and  P 
value calculated.(Table-16) 
TABLE-16  P VALUE OF PARAMETERS (BREAST) 
  
S.NO PARAMETERS P  VALUE 
1 Background blood or clot 0.001 
2 Cellularity 0.004 
3 Degree of cellular trauma 0.046 
4 Degree of cellular degeneration 0.084 
5 Retention of cellular  architecture 0.018 
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In our study , the comparison of  P value  of each parameters of both 
techniques calculated by Pearson Chi- Square test.  
The P value of  background blood or clot  score  P=0.001  
The P value  of    cellularity score P= 0.004 
The P value of  degree of cellular trauma  score  P=0.046 
The  P value  of  degree of cellular degeneration score P=0.084 
The P value of retention of cellular architecture  score  P=0.018 
 
TABLE-17     PEARSON CHI-SQUARE TEST 
 
 In our study , on  comparing  the  Conventional smears  and  Liquid 
based preparation  by  all five parameters   and  the   P value calculated  by   
Pearson Chi-Square test   and P value=0.811. (Table17) 
 
COMPARISON  OF  BOTH  TECHNIQUES (BREAST) 
Method Total cases Quality of  smears  P value 
 
CS 
 
30 
 
Adequate 25 
0.811 
Superior 4 
Unsuitable 1 
 
LBP 
 
30 
Adequate 23 
Superior 6 
Unsuitable 1 
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RESULTS OF CYTOLOGY OF LYMPHNODE LESIONS 
 In the  30 cases of  lymphnode  swelling  there  were  7 females  23 
males . The Conventional  smear  and  Liquid based  preparation   were done 
for all 30 cases.(Table-18) 
                            TABLE-18   SEX DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
 
 
 Out of  30 cases of   lymphnode swelling  , 10 cases  were  diagnosed as 
Secondary carcinomatous deposits  (including squamous cell carcinomatous 
deposits  and  adenocarcinomatous deposits),  5 cases of Reactive node, 9 
cases of   caseating tuberculous lymphadenitis,  3 cases of Granulomatous 
lymphadenitis,2 cases of  Nonspecific lymphadenitis   and   1case  of  Acute 
inflammatory pathology.  (Table19& Chart12)                                                  
MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
23 7 30 
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TABLE -19   DISTRIBUTION OF LYMPHNODE LESIONS 
 S.NO                    DIAGNOSIS    TOTAL 
   1    Secondary carcinomatous deposits       10 
   2    Reactive node        5 
   3    Caeseating Tuberculous lymphadenitis        9 
   4    Granulomatous lymphadenitis        3 
   5    Non specific  lymphadenitis        2 
   6    Acute inflammatory pathology        1 
 
CHART-12  DISTRIBUTION OF LYMPHNODE LESIONS 
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 In our study, the smear obtained by  Conventional and Liquid based 
preparation  from  lymphnode  swellings were scored and  graded according to 
background blood and clot, cellularity, degree of cellular trauma, degree of 
cellular degeneration and retention of cellular architecture, (Table20&Chart 
13) and it was found that number of  diagnostically  adequate smears more in 
LBP ( LBP-24,CS-24). 
 The  diagnostically superior  smears more from Conventional smears 
than LBP (CS-13, LBP-3). 
 The diagnostically unsuitable  smears more from Liquid based 
preparation  than  Conventional smears  (CS-0, LBP-3). 
TABLE- 20  GRADING OF SMEARS  (LYMPHNODE) 
 
  S.NO  GRADING  OF SMEARS       CS                      LBP 
    1         Adequate 17 24 
    2         Superior 13 3 
    3         Unsuitable 0 3 
    4          Total 30 30 
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CHART-13   GRADING OF SMEARS  (LYMPHNODE) 
                    
                                                      
 The average score  (mean)  for each  parameters (Background blood or 
clot, Cellularity, Degree of cellular trauma , Degree of cellular degeneration 
and Retention of architecture) in Conventional smears and Liquid based 
preparation were calculated.                            
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TABLE-21 :  PERCENTAGE OF QUALITY OF SMEARS 
(LYMPHNODE) 
 
GRADE 
TECHNIQUES 
TOTAL 
CS LBC 
 
Adequate 
Count 17 24 41 
% within grade 41.5% 58.5% 100% 
 
Superior 
Count 13 3 16 
% within grade 81.3% 18.8% 100% 
 
Unsuitable 
Count 0 3 3 
% within grade 0% 100% 100% 
 
Total 
Count 30 30 60 
% within grade 50% 50% 100% 
 
CHART-14   PERCENTAGE OF SMEARS 
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 On comparing percentage of quality of smears  obtained by  
Conventional  smears and Liquid based  preparation  the percentage  of 
superior quality smears more from Conventional smears (81.3%)  and 
percentage of adequate smears  more from  the Liquid based 
preparation(58.5%)  and  unsuitable smears more in Liquid based preparation 
(100%). (Table21& Chart14)  
 The average score  (mean)  for each  parameters (Background blood or 
clot, Cellularity, Degree of cellular trauma , Degree of cellular degeneration 
and Retention of architecture) in Conventional smears and Liquid based 
preparation were calculated.(Table22,Chart15) 
TABLE- 22 : AVERAGE  SCORE (LYMPHNODE) 
 
 
S.NO 
 
 
PARAMETERS 
AVERAGE SCORE 
(MEAN) 
CS LBP 
1 Background  blood  or clot 1.033 1.733 
2 Cellularity 1.933 1.133 
3 Degree of cellular trauma 1.166 0.900 
4 Degree of cellular degeneration 1.166 0.866 
5 Retention cellular architecture 1.266 0.800 
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 The average  score of parameter of  background blood  numerically  
higher in  LBP, it was found that  Mean score of LBP=1.733 and  
Conventional smear=1.033 
 The  average score of   cellularity  was  more in Conventional smears , 
it was found that Mean score of  LBC=1.133  and CS=1.933 
 The average score of degree of cellular trauma was higher in 
Conventional smear it was found that Mean score of  CS=1.166 and LBP= 
0.900 
 The average score of degree of cellular degeneration  was  higher  in 
Conventional smears  it  was  found that Mean score   of  CS=1.1667  and 
LBP=0.866  
 The average score of  retention of   cellular architecture  numerically 
higher in Conventional smears it was found that  Mean score  of  CS=1.266  
and  LBP= 0.800 
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CHART-15:  MEAN SCORE OF PARAMETERS 
 
1) Background  blood or clot          
2) Cellularity          
3) Degree of cellular trauma   
4) Degree of cellular degeneration         
5) Retention of cellular architecture 
 
CHART-16  MEAN SCORE OF LBP AND CS 
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 Total  average  score (Mean)  of both techniques were compared  and  it 
found to be average mean  value  more in Conventional smears than LBP. 
(Table23,Chart16) 
Mean value of  CS     = 6.600  
Mean value of  LBP  =  5.366 
Mean difference        =  1.233 
                                                       
TABLE-23   P VALUE OF BOTH METHODS 
S.NO METHODS AVERAGE MEAN SCORE 
MEAN 
DIFFERENCE 
P  
VALUE 
1 CS 6.600 
1.233 0.259 
2 LBP 5.366 
 
 The average mean difference between  both techniques (CS-5.866and 
LBP-5.366)  calculated as  0.533 . The P value of average scores of each 
techniques calculated by   t- test  and  the  P value  = 0.259 (Table23) 
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P  VALUE OF  PARAMETERS  (LYMPHNODE) 
 The parameters  of  Background  blood or clot, Cellularity, Degree of 
cellular trauma,  Degree of  cellular degeneration and Retention of cellular 
architecture were  compared    with  Pearson  Chi- Square  test and  P value 
calculated. 
        TABLE-24   P VALUE OF PARAMETERS  (LYMPHNODE) 
 
In our study , the comparison of  P value  of each parameters of both 
techniques calculated by Pearson Chi- Square test. (Table24) 
The P value of  background blood or clot  score  P=0.001 
The P value of  parameter of cellularity  score  P=0.004 
The P value of  degree of cellular trauma  score  P=0.046 
The P value of  degree of  cellular degeneration   score  P=0.084  
The P value of  retention of cellular architecture   score  P=0. 018 
S.NO                 PARAMETERS P  VALUE 
1 Background blood or clot 0.001 
2 Cellularity 0.001 
3 Degree of cellular trauma 0.011 
4 Degree of cellular degeneration 0.006 
5 Retention of cellular  architecture 0.001 
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TABLE-25 : PEARSON CHI-SQUARE TEST 
                    
 In our study , on  comparing  the  Conventional smears  and  Liquid 
based preparation  by  all five parameters   and  the   P value calculated  by   
Pearson Chi-Square test   and P value=0.005 (Table25) 
 
COMPARISON  OF  BOTH  TECHNIQUES (LYMPHNODE) 
Method Total cases Quality of  smears P value 
 
CS 
 
30 
 
Adequate 17 
 
 
 
0.005 
Superior 13 
Unsuitable 0 
 
LBP 
 
30 
Adequate 24 
Superior 3 
Unsuitable 3 
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TABLE - 26 :  OVERALL  GRADING & PERCENTAGE OF QUALITY 
OF  SMEARS (THYROID, BREAST, LYMPHNODE) 
 
GRADE 
TECHNIQUES 
TOTAL 
CS LBC 
 
Adequate 
 
Count 60 66 126 
 
% within grade 47.6% 52.4% 100% 
 
Superior 
Count 26 16 42 
% within grade 61.9% 38% 100% 
 
Unsuitable 
Count 4 8 12 
% within grade 33.3% 66.7% 100% 
 
Total 
Count 90 90 90 
% within grade 50% 50% 100% 
 
 In our study,  on comparing grading of smears and percentage of 
quality of smears  obtained by  Conventional  smears and Liquid based  
preparation  for all thyroid, breast and lymphnode  lesions.(Table 26 & Chart 
17,18)   
  The total number of superior   quality smears more from Conventional 
smears   (CS-26, LBP-160) 
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   The  total number of  adequate smears  more from  the Liquid based     
preparation(CS-60, LBP-66))  
 The  total number  of  unsuitable  smears more in  Liquid based 
preparation(CS-4, LBP-8).  
 
CHART-17  GRADING OF SMEARS 
(THYROID, BREAST, LYMPHNODE) 
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CHART-18  OVERALL  PERCENTAGE OF QUALITY OF SMEARS 
(THYROID, BREAST, LYMPHNODE) 
 
 
          The  percentage  of superior quality smears more from Conventional 
smears   (61.9%) 
          The percentage of adequate smears more from the Liquid based     
preparation(52.4%)  
 The  percentage  of  unsuitable  smears more in  Liquid based 
preparation(66.7%).   
0.00%
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66.70%
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TABLE -27   PEARSON CHI –SQUARE TEST 
(Thyroid, breast and  lymphnode) 
COMPARISON  OF  BOTH  TECHNIQUES 
Method Total cases Quality of  smears P value 
CS 
90 
 
Adequate 60 
0.135 
Superior 26 
 Unsuitable 4 
LBP 90 
Adequate 66 
Superior 16 
Unsuitable 8 
 
 
 In our study , on  comparing  the  Conventional smears  and  Liquid 
based preparation  b   for  thyroid, breast and  lymphnode lesions by all five 
parameters like background blood or clot, cellularity, degree of cellular 
trauma,degree of cellular degeneration and retention of cellular architecture  
and  the   P value calculated  by   Pearson Chi-Square test   and  P 
value=0.135.  (Table  27)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Colour Plates 
  
THYROID  SWELLING
NODULAR COLLOID GOITRE
Figure -10  Colloid in the background 
of hemorrhage-pap stain 40x  (CS)
Figure -11 Colloid in the background
of haemorrhage -Pap stain, 100x  (CS)
Figure-12  Scattered  thyroid follicular cells &
 colloid in a  clean background –Pap stain, 400x (LBP)
HASHIMOTO’S THYROIDITIS
Figure-13  Thyroid follicular cells admixed 
with  lymphocytes in a dirty background
Pap satin ,100x   (CS)
Figure-14 Thyroid follicular cells admixed
 with lymphocytes, Pap stain, 400x   (CS)
Figure-15  cluster of thyroid follicular cells 
admixed with lymphocytes in a clean background ,
Pap stain , 400x   (LBP)
BREAST LESIONS
DUCTAL CARCINOMA
Figure-16 Dyscohesive clusters of 
duct epithelial cells  in a hemorrhagic 
Background. Pap stain, 100x  (CS)
Figure-17 Malignant duct epithelial cells 
Pap stain, 400x  (CS)
Figure-18  Cellular smear  showing malignant 
duct epithelial cells , Pap stain, 100x  (LBP smear)
DUCTAL CARCINOMA
Figure-19  Dyscohesive duct epithelial 
cells in a hemorrhagic background. 
MGG stain, 100x   (CS)
Figure-20 Malignant duct epithelial 
cells in MGG stain, 400x   (CS)
Figure-21  Malignant duct epithelial cells in 
MGG stain, 100x   (LBP smear)
FIBROADENOMA
Figure-22  Cohesive cluster of benign 
duct epithelial cells  in a hemorrhagic 
background. Pap stain 100x   (CS)
Figure-23  Benign duct epithelial 
cells in  Pap stain, 400x   (CS)
Figure-24   Cohesive cluster of benign duct epithelial 
cells  in clean background. Pap stain, 400x   (LBP smear)
LYMPHNODE LESIONS
GRANULOMATOUS LYMPHADENITIS
Figure-25   Epitheloid  granulomata  
in a hemorrhagic background .
Pap stain , 100x  (CS)
Figure-26   Epitheloid granulomata  in 
Pap stain , 400x  (CS)
Figure-27   Epitheloid granulomata in
 Pap stain, 400x (LBP smear)
SECONDARY CARCINOMATOUS DEPOSITS
Figure -28  Pleomorphic cells in a 
hemorrhagic background. 
Pap statin, 100x  (CS)
Figure-29 secondary carcinomatous 
deposits in lymphnode. 
Pap stain, 400x  (CS)
Figure-30  Plemorphic epithelial cells in a 
lymphnode. Pap stain  400x  (LBP smear)
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DISCUSSION 
 
 Fine needle sampling   (both aspiration    and  non aspiration technique) 
is most commonly used method in diagnosis of pathological conditions in 
cytology. 
 
 The  basic  principle  underlying  the  fine  needle aspiration  cytology 
is the aspiratin  cellular material from the target masses or lesions  often using  
fairly high suction pressure. This technique needs a needle and a syringe 
advisedly held in a  syringe  holder enabling single handed suction to be  
exercised. This procedure depends on the  suction  and  occasionally can 
cause hematoma  as well as yield  haemorrhagic material.  The FNAC  
initially  used to confirm a clinically suspicious cases of malignancy  and local 
recurrence of carcinomas without further surgical intervention. Clinical use of  
FNAC  not only for  neoplastic condition also used for  non  neoplastic  
conditions  like inflammatory and degenerative lesions. 
 
 The FNAC technique is applicable to easily palpable superficial lesions 
like skin, subcutis, thyroid, superficial lymphnode,  breast, salivary gland . It 
is less demanding technique than biopsy and risk of complications  are very 
low. FNAC  procedure done in  outpatient  department,  in radiology theatres 
and it is an office procedure. (9) 
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 Liquid based cytology   is a new technology for fine needle aspiration 
samples. It is used for mainly for cervical cancer  screening , now also used  
for  non gynaecolgical  samples. The basic principle of  LBC  is  to collect 
specimen  into the fixative  solution and then make a monolayers of cells after 
staining . LBC   preservation  of  cells are excellent and reduces the bloody 
background. (2) 
 
 E-PREP system is liquid based cytology processor with patent dual 
membrane filters. In this method able to collect large number of cells and 
make a monolayer preparation of cells with good cytological  details. The 
quality of the smear  is excellent due to application  of  both  filtration & 
precipitation methods.  Hence the method gives more accurate results.  
E-PREP  also  facilitates preparation  of  more number of slides  150 slides / 
hr.(3) 
 
 In this prospective study , we  included  the samples obtained  from 90 
patients. The samples collected  from the  patients  who  were  all  attending  
the cytology department for fine needle sampling for thyroid, breast and  
lymphnode lesions and excluded swelling other than thyroid, breast and 
lymphnode and gynaecological cases.  
 
 Samples  collected from  30 cases from thyroid swelling,  30 cases from 
breast lump and 30 cases from lymphnode swelling . The smears made by 
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both Conventional  method  and  Liquid based preparation  (E-PREP) for each 
cases. 
 
 Smears were  obtained  from both  techniques were  scored  according  
to  Mair et al  in 1989,(20) on the basis  of  five objective parameters  like  
background blood or clot, cellularity, degree of cellular trauma, degree of 
cellular degeneration and retention of cellular architecture. 
 
 The number of  adequate  smears , superior quality smears  and  
unsuitable smears from each techniques, total average score, mean score  
under  each  sub category  and  P value   are   compared for each techniques 
and  analysed statistically   Z test  or  student’s ‘t ‘ test. 
 
 
 IN THYROID SWELLING: 
 In  our study , on considering  all observations  and  results of  each  
technique  ( Conventional method  and  LBP)  in thyroid swelling , number of  
diagnostically adequate smears,  diagnostically superior smears and unsuitable 
smears, average score of each parameters, mean score, P value  are calculated 
and  analysed. 
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TABLE-28   P VALUE  (THYROID) 
S. NO TECHNIQUE QUALITY OF  SMEARS TOTAL MEAN 
P 
VALUE 
1 CS 
       Adequate 25 
5.500 
0.785 
       Superior 4 
       Unsuitable 1 
2 LBC 
      Adequate 23 
5.500        Superior 6 
      Unsuitable 1 
 
 
 In our study,  it  was found  that  number of diagnostically adequate 
smears were  more from  Conventional smear technique than LBC   (CS- 25  
cases, LBC-23)   and  diagnostically  superior smears   were from  LBC more  
than Conventional method  (CS-4 cases, LBC-6 cases) and diagnostically 
unsuitable smears were equal in both  techniques (CS-1 case, LBC-1case). 
(Table4) 
 
 On  comparing the number of  adequate smears,  superior  smears  and  
unsuitable  smears  obtained  by  Conventional  smears  and  LBP,   it was 
found that  CS  produced  more adequate smears(52.1%),  LBP  produced  
more superior smears (60%)  and  diagnostically unsuitable smears produced 
by both techniques were equal(50%). (Table5)  
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 The  average  score  for  each  parameters  in  Conventional  smear  and  
LBP of thyroid  lesion  was calculated  and  it was found that the average 
score of background  blood numerically  higher in LBP technique  (Mean-
1.633) 
 
 The  mean value of  cellularity numerically higher  in  Conventional 
smears.  (Mean-1.066) 
 
 The mean value of  degree of  cellular  trauma numerically  higher  in 
LBP technique. (Mean-1.266) 
 
 The mean value  of  degree of  cellular  degeneration  numerically 
higher in  Conventional method (Mean-0.933) 
 
 The  mean value of retention of architecture numerically higher in 
Conventional method (Mean-1.133) 
 
 Total  average  score   analysed   between two techniques it was found  
that  average score was equal for both methods. (Mean-5.500) The average 
mean difference between  both techniques (CS-5.500and LBP-5.500)  
calculated as  0.00001 . The P value of average scores of each techniques 
calculated by   t- test  and  the  P value  = 1 . The difference  was  found to be  
statistically  insignificant P>0.05. (Table 6-9) 
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  The   P value  of  each  parameters  were  calculated  by  Pearson Chi-
Square test.  P value of  background  blood   and  clot  score P= 0.01, the 
difference  was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05. 
 
 P value of  parameter of cellularity  score P=0.0012,  the difference  
was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05. 
 
 P value of  degree of cellular trauma  score  P=0.565, the difference  
was found to be statistically  insignificant  P>0.05. 
 
 P value of  degree of cellular degeneration score P=0.471 the difference  
was found to be statistically insignificant  P>0.05., 
 
 P value of retention of architecture score P=0.033 , the difference  was 
found to be statistically significant  P<0.05. 
 
 Comparison  of  Conventional  smears  and  LBP  in thyroid  lesions , 
the  P value  was  calculated by using  Pearson Chi-Square  test  and  the   P 
value =0.785 the difference  was found to be statistically insignificant  
P>0.05. (Table28) 
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Comparison with other studies: 
 The comparison  of  our  study with other studies conducted in the past. 
(Table29. All observations and results were compared with following studies. 
 
 According to N.Mygdakos et al,(30) they compare the CS and LBP  in 
nongynaecological  samples. The samples were compared on basis of 
following parameters such as  cellularity , background  blood  or cell debris, 
informative background (colloid, stromal fragments, mucus), presence of 
monolayer arrangement, cytoplasmic and nuclear details by  a semi 
quantitative scoring system.   By using Wilcoxon signed rank test on 
statistical analysis was made.   
 
 Adequate diagnostic cells in all smears  were higher in LBPs than CS 
regarding  in  absence of  background blood or clot,  presence of monolayers 
and  well defined nuclear and cytoplasmic details  P< 0.05 and other 
parameters like cellularity , retention of  cellular  architecture and informative 
background  equal  to   CSs  and  statistically  insignificant differences 
P>0.05. 
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TABLE-29   COMPARISON  WITH OTHER STUDIES 
STUDY PARAMETERS P VALUE 
 
 
N.Mygdakos et 
al(30) 
 
Back ground blood or clot 0.057 
Cellularity 0.137 
Architecture 0.865 
Present study 
Back ground blood or clot 0.001 
Cellularity 0.012 
Architecture 0.03 
 
 
  Overall P value of  in  our  study  0.785, the differences found to be 
statistically insignificant (P>0.05) . (Table28) 
 
 The diagnostically inadequate smears  were obtained by our study 
compared with  other studies.  In our study  diagnostically  unsuitable smears  
obtained by both methods show equal percentage.(Table30)   
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TABLE-30    COMPARISON OF INADEQUATE SMEARS 
STUDY CS LBC 
Cochand-Priollet et al  (53) 8% 22% 
Garbar et al (117) 4.7% 17.7% 
Present study 50% 50% 
 
 Although this study  showed statistically insignificant  difference 
between  Conventional  and  Liquid based preparation  with respect to  
average scores, retention of cellular architecture,  degree of cellular trauma 
and degeneration,  some practical consideration  have emerged.  In Colloid 
goitre, cystic degeneration  in  nodular colloid goitre  and  colloid nodule  
LBP preferred  because  of  few  thyroid  follicular cells in colloid material  
are well preserved in these method.   
 
IN BREAST LUMP: 
 In  our study, on considering  all observations  and  results of  each  
technique  ( Conventional method and LBP)  in breast swelling , number of  
diagnostically adequate smears,  diagnostically superior smears and unsuitable 
smears, average score of each parameters, mean score, P value  are calculated 
and  analysed. (Table12-16) 
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                                TABLE-31    P VALUE  (BREAST) 
 
 In our study the smears obtained by Conventional smears and  LBC 
from breast  lesions were scored and graded according  to parameters of 
background blood, cellularity, degree of cellular trauma, degree of cellular 
degeneration and retention of architecture. It was found that number of  
diagnostically  adequate  smears  were more from LBP   (LBP-19 cases, CS-
18 cases) 
 
 The superior quality  smears  more  from Conventional smears than 
LBP (LBP -7cases, CS-9cases) 
 
S.NO TECHNIQUE QUALITY OF  SMEARS TOTAL MEAN P VALUE
1 
 
 
CS 
         Adequate 18 
5.866 
0.811 
         Superior 9 
        Unsuitable 3 
2 LBC 
        Adequate 19 
5.333         Superior 7 
       Unsuitable 4 
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 The unsuitable smears  less from  Conventional smears  than LBC 
preparation (LBP-4 cases, CS-3 cases)  
 
 On comparing percentage of quality of smears  obtained by 
Conventional  smears and Liquid based  preparation  the percentage  of 
superior quality smears more from Conventional smears (56.3%)  and 
percentage of adequate smears  more from  the Liquid based preparation(54%) 
and unsuitable smears more in Liquid based preparation (57.10%). 
 
 The average score  (mean)  for each  parameters (Background blood or 
clot, Cellularity, Degree of cellular trauma , Degree of cellular degeneration 
and Retention of architecture) in Conventional smears and Liquid based 
preparation were calculated.  
 
 The mean  score of  parameter  of background blood  or clot  found to 
be higher in LBP,  mean  score of  LBP  =1.7667 
 
 The  mean score  of cellularity found to be higher in Conventional 
smears,  mean  score of CS = 1.666  
 
 The mean score  of degree of cellular trauma found  to be higher in  
Conventional smear,  mean  score of  CS  = 1.133   
 
 The mean  score  of degree of cellular degeneration found to be higher 
in  Conventional smear , mean  score of   CS =  1. 
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 The mean  score  of  retention  of  cellular architecture  found to be 
higher in Convenional smear preparation, mean  score of   CS=1.066 
 
 The average mean difference between  both techniques  (CS-5.866and 
LBP-5.366)  calculated as  0.533 . The P value of average scores of each 
techniques calculated by   t- test  and  the  P value  = 0.259 .The difference 
was found to be statistically  insignificant  P>0.05. 
 
 In our study , the comparison of  P value  of each parameters of both 
techniques calculated by Pearson Chi- Square test.  
 
 The P value of  background blood or clot  score  P=0.001 .The 
difference was found to be statistically  significant  P<0.05. 
 
 The P value  of  cellularity score P= 0.004. The difference was found to 
be statistically  significant  P<0.05. 
 
 The P value of  degree of cellular trauma  score  P=0.046 The 
difference was found to be statistically  significant P<0.05. 
 
  P<0.05.The  P value  of  degree of cellular degeneration score P=0.084, 
the difference was found to be statistically insignificant  P>0.05. 
  
 The P value of retention of cellular architecture  score  P=0.018. The 
difference was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05. 
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 Comparison of Conventional smears and  LBP  in  breast  lesions , the  
P value  was calculated by using  Pearson Chi-Square  test  and  the  P value 
=0.811the difference  was found to be statistically insignificant  
P>0.05.(Table31) 
 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES: 
 The comparison  of  our  study with other studies conducted in the past. 
All observations and results were compared with following studies. 
According to N.Mygdakos et al,(30)  they compare the CS and LBP  in 
nongynaecological  samples 
 
TABLE-32  COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES 
STUDY PARAMETERS P VALUE 
N.Mygdakos et al (30) 
 
Back ground blood or clot 0.057 
           Cellularity 0.137 
          Architecture 0.865 
Present study 
Back ground blood or clot 0.001 
         Cellularity 0.004 
        Architecture 0.018 
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 P value  of  in our  study 0.785,  the differences found to be statistically 
insignificant P>0.05 
 
 According to Dey P et al (118) 
 Adequate cellularity, informative background like stromal elements, 
retention of cellular architecture in LBPs in breast lesions (Fibroadenoma, 
Ductal carcinoma) 
  Present study  shows P value of cellularity, retention of cellular 
architecture  were P <0.05. 
 
 According to Bedard YC et al, (82) 
 
 In their study , comparing CS and LBP  there was no statistically 
difference in diagnostic accuracy.   
 
        According to Aaron L Shibemba et al, (78) 
 
 Adequacy of  CS  and  LBP was 82.4% and 73.7% respectively.  CS 
was diagnostic in  82.4% cases and 71% in LBP method. 
 
 In  our study, the breast lesions  P value of  0.785,  the differences 
found to be statistically insignificant P>0.05. 
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IN LYMPHNODE SWELLING: 
 In  our study , on considering  all observations  and  results of  each  
technique  ( Conventional method and LBP)  in lymphnode  swelling , number 
of  diagnostically adequate smears,  diagnostically superior smears and 
unsuitable smears, average score of each parameters, mean score,  P value  are 
calculated and  analysed. (Table20-24) 
 
                     TABLE-33   P VALUE (LYMPHNODE) 
S.NO TECHNIQUE 
QUALITY 
OF  
SMEARS 
TOTAL MEAN P VALUE 
 
 
1 
 
 
         CS 
Adequate 17 
6.600 
 
 
 
 
   0.005 
Superior 13 
Unsuitable 0 
2 LBC 
Adequate 24 
5.366 Superior 3 
Unsuitable 3 
 
 
 In our study, the smear obtained by  Conventional and Liquid based 
preparation  from  lymphnode  swellings  were  scored  and  graded  according 
to   background   blood  and  clot,  cellularity,  degree of cellular trauma, 
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degree  of cellular  degeneration  and  retention of  cellular architecture  and   
it was  found  that  number of   diagnostically   adequate  smears  more in  
LBP ( LBP-24, CS-24) 
 The  diagnostically superior  smears more from Conventional smears 
than LBP.(CS-13, LBP-3) 
 
 The diagnostically unsuitable  smears more from Liquid based 
preparation than Conventional smears (CS-0, LBP-3)  
 
 The average score  (mean)  for each  parameters  (Background  blood  
or clot, Cellularity, Degree of cellular trauma , Degree of cellular 
degeneration and Retention of architecture) in Conventional smears and 
Liquid based preparation were calculated.  
 
  The average  score of parameter of  background blood  numerically  
higher in  LBP, it was found that  Mean score of LBP=1.733 and  
Conventional smear=1.033 
 
 The  average score of   cellularity  was  more in Conventional smears , 
it was found that Mean score of  LBC=1.133  and CS=1.933 
 
 The average score of degree of cellular trauma was higher in 
Conventional  smear  it  was  found  that  Mean score of  CS=1.166 and LBP= 
0.900  
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 The average score of degree of cellular degeneration  was  higher  in 
Conventional smears  it  was  found that Mean score   of CS=1.1667  and 
LBP=0.866  
 
 The average score of  retention  of   cellular architecture  numerically 
higher in Conventional smears it was found that  Mean score  of CS=1.266  
and  LBP= 0.800  
 
 The average  mean  difference  between  both  techniques  (CS-
6.600and LBP-5.366)  calculated as  1.233 . The P value of average scores of 
each techniques calculated by   t- test  and  the  P value  = 0.259, the 
difference was found to be statistically insignificant P> 0.05 
 
 In our study , the comparison of  P value  of each parameters of both 
techniques calculated by Pearson Chi- Square test.  
 
  The P value of  background blood or clot  score  P=0.001, the 
difference was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05 
 
  The P value of  parameter of cellularity  score  P=0.004, the difference 
was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05 
 
  The P value of  degree of cellular trauma  score  P=0.046, the 
difference was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05. 
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  The P value of  degree of  cellular degeneration  score  P=0.084,  the 
difference was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05, 
 
 The P value of  retention of cellular architecture   score  P=0. 018,  the 
difference was found to be statistically significant  P<0.05 
 
 In our study , on  comparing  the  Conventional smears  and  Liquid 
based preparation  by  all five parameters   and  the   P value calculated  by   
Pearson Chi-Square test   and P value=0.005, the difference was found to be 
statistically significant  P<0.05. Comparison with other studies: 
 
 The comparison  of  our  study with other studies conducted in the past.  
 
 All observations and results were compared with following studies.  
 
 According to N.Mygdakos et al,(30) they compare the CS and LBP  in 
nongynaecological  samples 
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TABLE-34    COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES  
(LYMPHNODE LESIONS) 
STUDY PARAMETERS P VALUE 
 
N.Mygdakos et al (30) 
 
Back ground blood or clot 0.057 
Cellularity 0.137 
 
Architecture 
 
0.865 
Present study 
 
Back ground blood or clot 
 
0.001 
Cellularity 0.012 
Architecture 0.03 
 
 P value of in our study in lymphnode lesions  0.005 , the differences 
found to be statistically insignificant P>0.05. 
 
 In our study, total 90 cases number of adequate smears more from LBP 
method ( adequate smears from LBP- 66  cases), superior smears more in CS 
method (superior smears from CS-26), Unsuitable smears more from LBP 
method (unsuitable smear from LBP-8). 
 Percentage of adequate smear high in LBP(52.4%), percentage of 
superior smear more from  CS method (61.9%) and unsuitable smear more 
from LBP (66.7%)      
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  In our study , on  comparing  the  Conventional smears  and  Liquid 
based preparation   for  thyroid, breast and  lymphnode  lesions by all five 
parameters like background blood or clot, cellularity, degree of cellular 
trauma, degree of cellular degeneration and retention of cellular architecture  
and  the  P value calculated  by  Pearson Chi-Square test   and  P value=0.135, 
(Table-34) the difference was found to be statistically insignificant P>0.05 
 
Limitations:  
          The liquid based cytology (LBC) method, originally develope for 
gynaecological  cervical  smears, then  has  progressively  gained  consensus 
for both non gynaecological and fine-needle aspiration cytological          
specimens.  (25-27) 
         Comparing  Liquid based cytology on non gynaecological  samples  
with the  gynaecological samples, increased  number of  satisfactory  results 
more in gynaecological samples than  non gynaecological samples. 
       According to  Diaz-Rosario and Kabawat(119),  high number of 
premalignant  lesions  detected on  LBP  smear preparation than  
Conventional  smears  and  in their study  percentage  of  low grade  
squamous  intraepithelial   lesions  increased from 1.6% to2.7%  and  
percentage  of  hign grade  squamous intraepithelial  lesion increased   from 
0.3% to 0.5%. 
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            According  to   Weintraub and Morabia (120),  they reported   an 
increased  percentage of  satisfactory cases (72.2% to 92%)   in  LBP   than 
Conventional smears. 
          According to Bolick et al(121) , comparing  pap spin and  conventional  
pap smear ,  sensitivity (95.2%)  and specificity (58%)  more in  liquid based 
cytology , on conventional smear  sensitivity was 85% and specificity was  
36%. 
            According to Baandrup U et al(122),  Conventional smears  had low 
sensitivity (70%-80%) because of sample collection, inadequacy and 
interpretation in cervical smears.(9) 
            According  to  McCrory  DC et al,  Weintraub  J et al,   Monosonego J 
et al, and Malle D et al,(123-126)  Liquid based preparation had  higher 
sensitivity (85%-95%) in cervical smears. 
          Bedard YC et al(82),  analysed  breast  cytology  samples  with 
Conventional smear preparation and Liquid based cytology preparation  in 
7464 breast FNAC  samples  over a   four years period and comparing both 
LBC and CSs, but this study no significant diagnostic accuracy between these 
techniques 
          According  to  Rana DN et al(98), they studied  respiratory  cytology  
samples and found that  diagnostic accuracy  not significant difference  
between LBP and Conventional method of smear preparations. 
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         According to  de Luna R et al(99),  in pancreatic  FNACs the diagnostic  
accuracy of thin prep less than   Conventional smears. 
         In  salivary gland cytology preparation, conventional smear preparation 
yield more than  that of  LBP.(93) 
        Liquid based preparation  useful in gynaecological specimens  cervical 
smears) than non gyneclogical samples. 
       According to   N.Mygdakos et al (30), Liquid based preparation  is 
acceptable in breast, thyroid, lymphnode, soft tissues and salivary gland 
lesions  diagnosis when used with conventional smear preparation. 
 
 
 
      
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary 
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SUMMARY 
 
 This prospective study  has  been  attempted  at comparing efficacy of 
the  two methods  (Conventional and LBP). The FNAC technique is 
applicable  to  easily  palpable  superficial  lesions  like skin, subcutis, thyroid, 
superficial lymphnode,  breast , salivary gland . It is less demanding  
technique than biopsy and risk of complications  are very low. 
 
 Liquid  based  cytology   is a new technology for fine needle aspiration 
samples. It is used for mainly for cervical cancer  screening , now also used  
for  non gynaecolgical  samples.  
 
 E-PREP system is  a Liquid  based  cytology  processor  with patent 
dual membrane filters.  E-PREP  also  facilitates preparation  of more 
numbers of slides  150 slides/hr. 
 
LBP - advantages   in  cytomorphology  
 High diagnostic accuracy 
 Preserved cell features 
 Lesser fixation artefact 
 Clean background 
 Less  unsatisfactory  results 
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Disadvantages  Of  Liquid  Based  Preparation 
 Decreased  and  altered  background  material like necrosis, 
blood and inflammation Decreased  and altered extracellular 
elements like  mucin, colloid and  stroma 
 Disrupted  cellular architecture like  fragmentation  of  papillae 
 Size of the cell smaller  than  conventional  preparation 
 
Present study 
 Fine needle sampling of thyroid, breast and lymphnode swelling 
was done.  Smears  were  prepared  by both methods , and  in two 
methods  scores  obtained  by  on basis of   background blood, 
cellularity, degree of cellular trauma,  degree of cellular 
degeneration  and  retention of cellular architecture. 
 
 On analysing  smears in thyroid lesions  adequate smears  more  
in  Conventional method, superior  quality smears more from  
LBP method and  equal number diagnostically unsuitable  smears 
from  each methods of smear preparation.  
 Analysing smears in thyroid lesions  showed statistically 
insignificant  difference between  Conventional  and  Liquid 
based preparation  with respect to  average scores, retention of 
cellular architecture,  degree of cellular trauma and degeneration,  
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some practical consideration  have emerged.  In Colloid goitre, 
cystic degeneration  in  nodular colloid goitre  and  colloid 
nodule  LBP preferred  because  of  few  thyroid  follicular      
cells in colloid material  are  well  preserved in  these  method. 
 
 On analysing  smears  in breast lesions adequate smears more in 
LBP method, superior  quality smears more from CS method and  
diagnostically unsuitable smears more from LBP method of 
smear preparation. 
 
 On  analysing   smears  in   lymphnode   lesion  adequate smears 
more in LBP method, superior quality smears more from  CS 
method  and diagnostically unsuitable smears more from LBP 
method of smear preparation. 
 On  analysing and  comparing  average  score  obtained  by    
both  methods (CS & LBP) in thyroid,breast and lymphnode 
lesions and  the  P value calculated  by  Pearson Chi-Square test,  
the difference  was found to  be  statistically  insignificant         
P> 0.05.  
 
         Comparing  Liquid  based  cytology  on non gynaecological  samples  
with the gynaecological samples, increased number of satisfactory results 
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more in gynaecological samples than  non gynaecological samples in many 
studies. 
 
 This  study  concludes  that  the  results are  statistically  insignificant, it 
was found that:  
 
 The  diagnostically  adequate smears  without admixture background 
blood or clot, degree cellular trauma, degeneration  and preserved 
cellular architecture more from  LBP smear preparation method in  
lymphnode lesions. 
 
 For the cystic lesions of thyroid, breast  and  lymphnode, the LBP 
method is preferred  because of  less  background  blood and cell 
debris,  and preservation of cellular material. 
 
 For fibrous lesion of  breast  like  fibroadenoma  and  phyllodes tumour, 
Conventional method is preferable choice   because of  it  produced  
more  diagnostically superior smears  than  LBP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
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CONCLUSION 
 In Fine needle sampling, Conventional  smear  preparation with air 
drying  and alcohol fixation is the standard method  for  processing  
samples. 
 Liquid based  preparation is an alternative method  for processing  of  
FNA   samples in  both  gynaecological  and  non gynaecological 
samples.  
 In LBP method aspirated samples  are  preserved  in alcohol       
fixative,  and  then  placed on  LBC slides.  
 E-PREP system is liquid based  cytology  processor  with  patent     
dual membrane filters. This  method able  to collect  large number  of 
cells and make a monolayer  preparation of  cells  with  good 
cytological  details.  E-PREP  also  facilitates preparation  of more 
numbers of slides  150 slides/hr. 
 Comparing  Liquid based cytology on non gynaecological  samples    
with the gynaecological samples, increased number of satisfactory 
results more in gynaecological samples than  non gynaecological 
samples in many studies. 
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 In current study, on analysing  and  comparing  average score   obtained 
by both methods (Conventional smears and LBP) in nongynaecological 
samples thyroid, breast  and  lymphnode swellings and the P value 
calculated  by Pearson  Chi-Square  test, the difference was found to be  
statistically  insignificant P> 0.05. 
 The  decision  to  make,  use  either  Conventional method or  LBP  
may be  depends on  basis of  nature of  the  lesion ( solid or cystic)  
and other ancillary  tests  to perform in the sample. 
 In conclusion each  method  has  its own advantages and  disadvantages  
and  both  methods  can be combined to obtain a superior  quality  
smears  and  lower the  failure rates. 
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Annexures 
  
ANNEXURE:1 
PROFORMA 
Name: 
Age: 
Sex: 
Cytology No. :  
Presenting complaints: 
H/O swelling-Thyroid/Breast/Lymphnode- 
H/O duration of swelling- 
H/O pain/fever  associated with swelling-Yes/No 
H/O difficulty in swallowing-Yes/No 
H/O loss of weight& appetite-Yes/No 
H/O any other specific complaints-Yes/No 
 
Past history: 
 Previous H/O treatment/ surgery 
 
O/E: 
Site of swelling-Thyroid/Breast/ Lymphnode 
Size of swelling- 
Consistency of swelling-Soft/firm/hard 
Mobility of swelling- Freely mobile/restricted/fixed 
 
  
ANNEXURE:2 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 
Title of the study : “CONVENTIONAL CYTOLOGICAL SMEAR VERSUS 
LIQUID BASED  PREPARATION (E-PREP) IN NON GYNAECOLOGICAL SAMPLES” 
 
Name of the Participant :  
Name of the Principal (Co-Investigator) : 
Name of the Institution :Madras Medical College 
Name and address of the sponsor / agency (ies) (if any) : 
Documentation of the informed consent 
 
I _____________________________ have read the information in this form (or it has been 
read to me). I was free to ask any questions and they have been answered. I am over 18 
years of age and, exercising my free power of choice, hereby give my consent to be 
included as a participant in “CONVENTIONAL CYTOLOGICAL SMEAR VERSUS 
LIQUID BASED PREPARATION (E-PREP) IN NON GYNAECOLOGICAL 
SAMPLES”. 
 
1. I have read and understood this consent form and the information provided to 
me. 
2. I have had the consent document explained to me. 
3. I have been explained about the nature of the study in which the aspirated 
samples from breast/thyroid/lymph node will be subjected to conventional smear 
preparation and Liquid based preparation (E-PREP). 
4. I have been explained about my rights and responsibilities by the investigator. I 
have the right to withdraw from the study at any time. 
5. I have been informed the investigator of all the treatments I am taking or have 
taken in the past ________ months including any native (alternative) treatment. 
6. I hereby give permission to the investigators to release the information obtained 
from me as result of participation in this study to the sponsors, regulatory 
authorities, Govt. agencies, and IEC. I understand that they are publicly 
presented. 
7. I have understand that my identity will be kept confidential if my data are 
publicly presented 
8. I have had my questions answered to my satisfaction. 
9. I have decided to be in the research study. 
 
I am aware that if I have any question during this study, I should contact the investigator. 
By signing this consent form I attest that the information given in this document has been 
clearly explained to me and understood by me, I will be given a copy of this consent 
document. 
  
 
 
For adult participants: 
 
Name and signature / thumb impression of the participant (or legal representative if 
participant 
incompetent) 
 
Name ___________________ Signature_________________ Date________________ 
Name and Signature of impartial witness (required for illiterate patients): 
Name __________________ Signature_________________ Date________________ 
Address and contact number of the impartial witness: 
Name and Signature of the investigator or his representative obtaining consent: 
Name ___________________ Signature_________________ Date_______________ 
ANNEXURE- 3 
Scoring system developed by Mair et al to classify quality ofcytological aspirate 
 
 
 On the basis of  five  criteria  tabulated , a  cumulative  score was  obtained for  each  
case  which was  then  categorized  accordingly to  one of  the  3 categories; 
 
1. Unsuitable for cytological diagnosis  -   score of 0-2   
2. Diagnostically Adequate  -   score of 3-6  
3. Diagnostically superior               -   score of 7-10  
  Criterion  Qualitative description Point score 
 
 
 
Backgroundblood  
or clot 
Large amount; great compromise to 
diagnosis 0 
Moderate amount; diagnosis 
possible 1 
Minimal  diagnosis easy; specimen 
of “text book” quality 2 
 
 
 
 Amount of cellular  
material 
Minimal to absent; diagnosis not 
possible 0 
Sufficient for diagnosis 1 
Abundant; diagnosis simple 2 
 
 
 
Degree of cellular      
degeneration 
Marked; diagnosis impossible 0 
Moderate; diagnosis possible 1 
Minimal;  good preservation; 
diagnosis easy 2 
 
 
Degree of  cellular     
         trauma 
Marked; diagnosis impossible 0 
Moderate; diagnosis possible 1 
Minimal; diagnosis obvious 2 
 
 
 
 Retention of appropriate  
      architecture 
Minimal to absent; non-diagnostic 
0 
Moderate; some preservation of, for 
example follicles 1 
Excellent architectural display 
closely reflecting histology; 
diagnosis obvious 
2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Master chart 
 
 
 
KEY TO MASTER CHART 
 
FNAC   - Fine needle aspiration cytology 
LBC            - Liquid based cytology 
F                               - Female 
M   - Male 
A   - Amount of background blood or clot 
B   - Cellularity 
C   - Degree of cellular trauma   
D                  - Degree of cellular degeneration 
E   - Retention of appropriate architecture 
NCG                 - Nodular colloid goitre 
CG   - Colloid goitre 
CCN   - Cystic colloid nodule 
CNG        - Colloid nodular goitre 
HT   - Hashimoto’s thyroiditis 
LT   - Lymphocytic thyroiditis 
Pap ca   - Papillary carcinoma 
CG & thyroiditis - Colloid goitre with thyroiditis 
CA                 - Ductal carcinoma   
FCD   - Fibro cystic disease 
FA   - Fibroadenoma 
PBD   - Proliferative breast disease 
BPT   - Benign phyllodes tumour 
GM   - Granulomatous mastitis 
CA deposits  - Secondary carcinomatous deposits 
 RN   - Reactive node 
TB LN   - Caseating tuberculous lymphadenitis 
GL      - Granulomatous lymphadenitis 
AIP        - Acute inflammatory pathology 
LA          - Non specific lymphadenitis 
